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Ciphers and Structures 
 
Alex J. Quiz 
Glendale, California 
 
Ciphers are very interesting forms of wordplay. We will be going over 3 different kinds of ciphers. 
The first one is the Caesar cipher, or lettershift, discussed in November 1979 in "Alphabetic Letter-
Shifts", in February 1990 in "Letter-Shift Words in the OSPD", and in the August 1993 Colloquy. 
The second one is the Atbash cipher, or balanced word pairs, discussed in February 2002 in 
"Complementary Letters and Words", November 2004 in "Balanced Word Pairs", and February 2005 in 
"More Balanced Word Pairs". 
The third one is the Atbash plus Caesar cipher. It combines the Atbash and Caesar ciphers by applying 
the Atbash cipher and then the Caesar cipher on a word. An article in February 2004, "Azby-
Shiftwords", has explored this form of wordplay but we are exploring it further. 
Also, there is another form of wordplay called the structure. It is very similar to difference words, but 
different also. 
 
First, the structure. To take the structure of a word, we first change all of the letters into numbers, for 
example "people" becomes 16, 5, 15, 16, 12, 5 because those are the positions of the letters in that word 
in the alphabet. Then, we subtract each one from the one after it, adding 26 if needed. 
 
So, 5 (or 31) - 16 = 15, 15 - 5 = 10, 16 - 15 = 1, 12 (or 38) - 16 = 22, and 5 (or 31) - 12 = 19. 
We can't subtract the letter after from the letter before like in difference words, we can only subtract the 
letter before from the letter after. Now, the differences are 15, 10, 1, 22, and 19. Now, we convert them 
back into letters. We change it into O, J, A, V, S. So, the structure of "people" is "ojavs". 
Also note that the structure of "ing" is "es", making for some structure pairs because both are very 
common word endings. 
 
There are 3 categories of structure words. 
1. The words where their structure is all one letter. 
2. The words that share their structure with another word. 
3. The words where their structure is another word. 
 
There are 25 categories of words where their structure is all one letter (not counting "z" because that 
would just be a word of all the same letter since Z is an increase of 0), for example "dins": 
"dins" becomes 4, 9, 14, 19, and 9 - 4 = 5, 14 - 9 = 5, and 19 - 14 = 5. Since the differences are 5, 5, 5, 
the structure of "dins" is "eee". 
 
These words are listed with their structures next to them. 
 
4 letter words - 
filo (ccc), dins (eee), muck (hhh), clud (iii), zira (iii), tepa (kkk), coam (lll), anan (mmm), bobo (mmm), 
erer (mmm), lyly (mmm), nana (mmm), vivi (mmm), peti (ooo), ariz (qqq), dulc (qqq), jari (qqq), bung 
(sss), keys (ttt), and urol (www). 
 
5 letter words - 
mucks (hhhh), tepal (kkkk), anana (mmmm) 
 
There are no longer words that have a structure of all one letter, even though there is an anime named 
"Bobobo-bo Bo-bobo" with a structure of 13 Ms in a row, though that shouldn't count as a word. We 
also constructed a sentence like that, "Go, we muck SAI", which has a structure of 10 Hs in a row. 
 
The words that share their structure with another word are just Caesar cipher pairs, for example 
"abjurer" and "nowhere" both have a structure of "ahkwmm". We'll talk about those later. 
 
These are the words where their structure is another word. I'm guessing that most of them will be "ing" 
→ "es" pairs. 
 
6 letter to 5 letter pairs - 
loping → cases,  pungle → esses, alders → krama, reflux → mafic, declan → axiom, coping → lases, 
oracle → cibis, tumefy → arras, achmed → beery, eldest → grana, metion → roofy, hoping → gases, 
unwits → silky, elders → grama, erased → mirly, shades → oscan, estive → naomi, knives → cumin, 
refoot → maize, buzzes → sezen, boxing → mikes, coxing → likes, howlan → ghoom, afraid → elihu, 
acopic → blast, deinos → adead, ruched → chewy, fixing → cokes, noshes → adown, sluing → sines, 
moppet → bazoo, washes → drown (this one kind of makes sense), infand → erump, nablas → major, 
abdest → abana, sixing → pokes, widest → luana, sabirs → hagia, abdias → aberr, pewing → orles, 
elding → grees, fluing → fines, dewing → arles, jingle → yeses, lethia → sonar, moping → bases, 
slatch → sosie, fjords → declo, undeaf → spave, ingram → eskil, owling → howes, poppet → yazoo, 
poxing → yikes, kotyle → deems, wefted → hanky, rowlet (Who knew my dictionary contained 
Pokemon names?) → whoso, tapers → gooma 
 
7 letter to 6 letter pairs - 
anselme → melgar, falutin → ukiyoe, lenapes → simoon, ordered → clammy 
Ordered → clammy is the longest common pair. 
 
Weird facts about structure: 
If you Caesar cipher a word, the structure stays the same. 
If you Atbash cipher a word, the structure gets Atbash ciphered and then Caesar ciphered by a shift of 
25, or Atbash plus Caesar with a shift of 25. 
If you Atbash plus Caesar cipher a word, the structure gets Atbash plus Caesar ciphered with a shift of 
25. 
If you reverse a word, the structure gets Atbash plus Caesar ciphered with a shift of 25, then reversed. 
If you arithmetic shift a word (talked about in February 2006 in "Shifts Progress"), the structure gets 
Caesar ciphered with the same shift as the arithmetic shift was. We won't talk about the arithmetic shift 
in this article however (or should I say Vquever, the VQ word for the digraph list?). We might talk 
about arithmetic cipher in the fall 2020 edition of Word Ways though. 
 
Now, the Caesar cipher, or lettershift. It was discussed in November 1979 in "Alphabetic Letter-Shifts", 
in February 1990 in "Letter-Shift Words in the OSPD", and in the August 1993 Colloquy. It basically is 
just about shifting every letter by the same amount in the alphabet. 
We won't go through all of the pairs in this one, just the 5-letter and longer pairs. If you want the 4-
letter pairs, go to "Letter-Shift Words in the OSPD" in the February 1990 Word Wways. There are 3 
sets of 4 5-letter words that shift into eachother: 
cheer, diffs, jolly, and purre (even though no dictionary seems to have all 4 of them) 
aneer, boffs, hully, and narre 
dolls, groov, jurry, and wheel 
 
 
There is also a set of 3 6-letter words that shift into eachother, but one is an acronym, one is a place 
name, and one is an obsolete word: ARBTRN, Neogea, and riskie (obsolete form of "risky"). A 4-word 
set (Cleely, pyrryl, rattan, and vexxer) has not been used because one is a name and one is slang. 
 
1-shift - 
adder → beefs, aneer → boffs, cheer → diffs, shads → tibet, sheer → tiffs, sneer → toffs, steer → 
tuffs, anteed → bouffe, steeds → tuffet 
 
2-shift - 
bylaw → dancy, osmic → quoke 
 
3-shift - 
cobra → freud, dolls → groov (archaic 'groove'), groov (archaic 'groove') → jurry (form of 'jury'), teloi 
→ whorl, primero → sulphur (a famous pair) 
 
4-shift - 
alkyd → epoch, banjo → ferns, bejan → finer, danio → herms, ganja → kerne, lutea → pyxie, pecan 
→ tiger, ratan (rattan?) → vexer, taney → xeric, three → xlvii (47), ganjah → kernel, lallan → pepper, 
Leanna → Pierre (both names) 
 
5-shift - 
admin → firns, fizzy → kneed 
 
6-shift - 
ahull → gnarr, boffs → hully, bolls → hurry, buffi → hallo, bulls → harry, butyl → hazer, chain → 
ingot, diffs → jolly, dolls → jurry, fills → lorry, filly → lorre, fulls → larry, ginny → motte, golly → 
murre, gulfs → marly, gulls → marry, gummy → masse, gunny → matte, hully → narre, jimmy → 
posse, jinni → potto, jinns → potty, johns → punty, linum → rotas, luffs → rally, mills → sorry, mocha 
→ suing, molas → surgy, muffs → sally, mulch → sarin, mumms → sassy, munch → satin, noggs → 
tummy, nulls → tarry, nutty → tazze, pulpy → varve, viola → bourg, vitim → bozos, wiles → corky, 
wolfs → curly, wombs → cushy, alohas → grungy, bombyx → hushed, fusion → layout, fusions → 
layouty (A word I invented for my unreleased book "Plop" about ciphers), wiliwili → corocoro (The 
longest pair known so far.) 
 
7-shift - 
aneer → hully, cheer → jolly, hotel → ovals, later → shaly, latex → shale, oxter → vealy, tenet → 
alula, timer → aptly, wheel → dolls, inkier → purply, manful → thumbs, unfiber → bumpily 
 
8-shift - 
loads → twila, scans → akiva, setal → ambit, tsars → baiza 
 
9-shift - 
jerky → snath, river → arena, sleep → bunny, wiver → frena, xeric → gnarl 
 
10-shift - 
cubed → melon, dumbo → newly, Herod → Robyn, hesse → rocco, ruddi → benny, secco → commy, 
sewed → cogon, uredo → ebony, budded → lennon, muumuu → weewee 
 
 
11-shift - 
drips → octad, hints → styed, raphe → clasp, spits → dated, spots → dazed, trips → ectad, splits → 
dawted 
 
12-shift - 
didos → pupae, dirum → pudgy, dobro → panda, hoggs → tasse, sachs → emote, torus → fadge 
 
13-shift or rot-13 - 
cheer → purre, clerk → pyrex, craal → penny, creel → perry, dhoon → qubba, Ebola → Robyn, frere 
→ serer, gnarl → taney, green → terra (this one actually makes sense), junes → wharf, becuna → 
orphan, cheery → purrel, Cheryl → purely, farrel → sneery, abjurer → nowhere (the most famous pair) 
In adition, gnat → tang is a reverse pair, and irk → vex are a synonym pair, along with cheer → jolly 
and green → terra. 
 
There are no 14-25 shift pairs because those are just the reverses of the other pairs. 
 
The 7-letter pairs are primero → sulphur, fusions → layouty, unfiber → bumpily, and abjurer → 
nowhere. The only 8-letter pair is wiliwili → corocoro. 
 
Also, you can shift the sentence: "Navy be nowhere, one green" 
And you get this sentence: "Anil or abjurer, bar terra" 
 
Now we have the Atbash cipher. You have to subtract the position of each letter from 27, so A becomes 
Z, B becomes Y, E becomes V, G becomes T, and so on. The gnat-tang pair of this cipher is girt-trig. 
 
We're not going to go over the pairs in this, because we're getting to the atbash plus caesar cipher. The 
Atbash plus Caesar cipher is that this article is mainly about. An article in February 2004, "Azby-
Shiftwords", has explored this form of wordplay but we are exploring it further. 
 
There are pairs from any shift from 1-25 because if you apply the same shift again, you get back to the 
original word. That means that words can Atbash plus Caesar cipher into themselves, for example 
"anna" with a shift of 1. And, words can shift to their reverse in shifts other than 13.   
There are 25 possible shifts because 14-25 are not reverses of 1-12, all of them are reverses of 
themselves: Just re-encode the text in the cipher to decode it. 
 
Note that you have to encode them with the Atbash cipher first. If you encode them with the Caesar 
cipher first, then the Atbash plus Caesar shift is 26 minus the Caesar shift. 
9 seems like the cipher with the most pairs, because E and R stay the same, A and I become eachother, 
and O and U become eachother. 
 
Since this topic has not been explored very much on Word Ways, we decided to include the 4-letter 
pairs. 
 
Note: There's a dash instead of an arrow because the pairs can go either way in this one. 
Here are the 4-letter pairs for each shift, excluding 0: 
 
1-shift - 
anan-anan, anna-anna, banc-zany, haji-tars, haps-tali, hasp-tail, hemi-twos, impi-sols, imps-soli, jail-
rasp, laps-pali, lwei-pews, mosh-omit, mown-omen, naan-naan, nabs-nazi, nala-napa, nana-nana 
2-shift - 
ahoy-bund, anan-bobo, anna-boob, hoax-unbe, inby-toad, info-town, inti-toit, jota-snib, knit-roti, muni-
phot, node-onyx 
 
3-shift - 
ache-cavy, achy-cave, acro-calo, alif-crux, bias-buck, bike-busy, bile-bury, bilk-burs, bill-burr, birr-bull, 
blog-brow, boas-bock, bobo-bobo, bonk-bops, boob-boob, book-boos, dopy-zone, dunk-zips, durr-zill, 
gook-woos, howk-vogs, jill-turr, jink-tups, jole-tory, juju-titi, junk-tips, jupe-tiny, jury-tile, kain-scup, 
kale-scry, kaon-scop, kink-sups, kips-sunk, kirs-sulk, koas-sock, kois-souk, konk-sops, kyak-secs, lias-
ruck, lire-ruly, loin-roup, lone-ropy, look-roos, loos-rook, lory-role, lour-roil, luck-rias, lunk-rips, luny-
ripe, lyre-rely, mice-quay, neck-pyas, nill-purr, nips-punk, noil-pour, nook-poos, noon-poop, nope-
pony, nose-poky, nosy-poke, ogre-owly 
 
4-shift - 
apod-dopa, avid-diva, opal-pods 
 
5-shift - 
agar-eyen, ajar-even, atma-else, baal-deet, baas-deem, bans-derm, barm-dens, batt-dell, bend-darb, 
berm-dans, beta-dale, carl-cent, gaen-year, gall-yett, geum-yaks, jane-vera, jarl-vent, late-tela, maar-
seen, maes-seam, maim-sews, mair-sewn, male-seta, mall-sett, malm-sets, mana-sere, mane-sera, mara-
sene, marl-sent, masa-seme, matt-sell, menu-sark, mesa-same, meta-sale, mung-skry, naes-ream, nala-
rete, nema-rase, neuk-raku, neve-raja, newb-raid, newt-rail, paan-peer, palm-pets, pans-perm, paua-
peke 
 
6-shift - 
abbe-feeb, argh-fozy, axon-firs, been-ebbs, boon-errs, born-eros, cobb-dree, coft-dram, cole-drub, colt-
drum, jobs-wren, orra-roof, oxen-ribs 
 
7-shift -   
agio-gays, agon-gast, agro-gaps, airs-gypo, aits-gyno, byes-fico, coco-eses, hyte-zinc, nips-tyro, ocas-
sego, otic-snye, pyro-rips 
 
8-shift - 
ahed-hade, atop-hots, buhl-gnaw, chap-fahs, chid-faze, chop-fats, chub-fang, deet-eddo, lahs-whap, 
lath-whoa, lats-whop, laze-whid, otto-toot, pate-shod, pats-shop, pods-step, pone-stud, pong-stub, pots-
stop, pung-snub 
 
9-shift - 
axel-ilex, bane-hive, bare-hire, bear-heir, beef-heed, bine-have, bogy-huck, boxy-hulk, bury-hork, bute-
hope, cane-give, cape-gite, carp-girt, cavy-gink, cine-gave, cite-gape, coir-guar, crap-grit, craw-grim, 
crow-grum, cuif-goad, cure-gore, curt-gorp, dare-fire, davy-fink, deep-feet, dere-fere, dine-fave, diol-
faux, dire-fare, dive-fane, dork-fury, dree-free, drip-frat, drum-frow, duck-fogy, dure-fore, jird-zarf, 
jura-zori, keir-year, made-wife, mane-wive, mare-wire, mark-wiry, mate-wipe, maya-wiki, meet-weep, 
mere-were, mice-wage, milk-waxy, mine-wave, mink-wavy, mire-ware, mirk-wary, miry-wark, mure-
wore, nave-vine, nevi-vena, nite-vape, nixe-vale, papa-titi, pare-tire, pave-tine, perv-tern, pili-taxa, 
pipe-tate, pixy-talk, pogy-tuck, prat-trip, prau-trio, pree-tree, prep-tret, prey-trek, pure-tore, puri-tora, 
purr-torr, quit-soap, rage-rice, rape-rite, rate-ripe, read-reif, reed-reef, rove-rune 
 
 
10-shift - 
offs-veer 
 
11-shift - 
acta-kirk, acts-kirs, ages-kegs, cees-iggs, cigs-ices, eggs-gees, ekes-gags, etch-grid, mocs-ywis, okes-
wags, rows-twos, sacs-skis, sage-skeg, sago-skew, sake-skag, scag-sike, soke-swag 
 
12-shift - 
adit-lids, alit-lads, alts-last, arts-lust, aryl-luna, bels-khat, blah-kale, chub-jerk, dahl-ilea, elhi-haed, 
else-hath, erst-huts, exit-hods, flat-gals, flit-gads, frag-gulf, frat-guls, fuds-grit, peds-whit, pehs-whet, 
pent-whys, plan-waly, plus-wart, puds-writ, sels-that, serf-thug, shah-tele, slab-talk, slit-tads, surf-trug 
 
13-shift - 
beal-limb, beam-lima, bets-litu, byte-loti, city-keto, debt-jilt, deli-jibe, dell-jibb, demy-jiao, difs-jehu, 
foxy-hypo, nils-zebu, obia-ylem, pout-xyst 
 
14-shift - 
anan-nana, anna-naan, azan-nona 
 
15-shift - 
alow-odas, back-nome, balk-node, bawk-nose, bobo-nana, bock-name, bolo-nada, bonk-nabe, boob-
naan, bozo-napa, bulk-nude, calk-mode, came-mock, chaw-mhos, coco-mama, come-mack, conk-
mabe, dame-lock, dank-lobe, dawk-lose, dobe-lank, dock-lame, dome-lack, dunk-lube, edge-klik, 
fame-jock, folk-jade, funk-jube, glad-idol, hack-home, hade-holk, hame-hock, hawk-hose, sabe-wonk, 
sock-wame, some-wack 
 
16-shift - 
abba-poop, abbe-pool, ally-peer, aped-palm, aper-paly, apex-pals, aryl-pyre, balm-oped, beep-olla, 
chap-nipa, epee-lall, flaw-kept, flax-keps, flea-kelp, flew-kelt, ghee-jill, glee-jell, help-ilea, hols-ibex, 
thee-will, them-wild, thew-wilt, till-whee, tilt-whew 
 
17-shift - 
bibs-pipy, bids-piny, biff-pill, biog-pick, bits-pixy, diff-nill, dill-niff, dits-nixy, fids-liny, film-life, hill-
jiff, iffy-ills, riff-zill, scum-yowe, vids-viny, viff-vill 
 
18-shift - 
anon-rede, army-raft, axel-rung, axon-rude, cans-prez, cant-prey, card-prao, cart-pray, dork-odah, dune-
oxen, envy-newt, exon-nude, frag-marl, frap-marc, fray-mart, fret-many, grot-lady, hart-kray, inns-jeez, 
iron-jade, vane-wren 
 
19-shift - 
ahed-slop, ahem-slog, alee-shoo, alow-shew, awed-swop, beau-rosy, bedu-ropy, been-roof, beep-rood, 
bode-repo, boon-reef, bora-rebs, bosh-real, bozo-rete, deal-posh, deed-poop, deep-pood, deme-pogo, 
dhow-plew, doob-peer, dopa-peds, dosa-peas, dosh-peal, ebbs-orra, elks-ohia, epos-odea, feal-nosh, 
fogs-nema, food-neep, fora-nebs, geez-moot, goal-mesh, goas-mesa, gobo-mere, gogo-meme, goop-
meed, gosh-meal, heed-loop, heme-logo, here-lobo, hero-lobe, homa-legs, hype-ludo, hypo-lude, ikon-
kief, ilka-khis, tops-zeda, tory-zebu, tosh-zeal, ween-woof, weep-wood 
 
 
20-shift - 
alga-tint, atap-tate, bats-stab, beta-spat, beth-spam, bile-slip, bite-slap, bits-slab, blab-sits, blam-sith, 
bleb-sips, clap-rite, clip-rile, clop-rife, glib-nils, ilia-lilt 
 
21-shift - 
argh-udon, baba-tutu, back-tusk, bask-tuck, buck-task, bund-tahr, busk-tack, carr-sudd, cask-suck, 
chao-snug, chat-snub, ciao-smug, cuif-samp, cusk-sack, dusk-rack, fuji-palm, hadj-nurl, hajj-null, 
hump-naif, juba-latu 
 
22-shift - 
arch-veto, arks-veld, avid-vans, bent-uric, bind-unis, bish-undo, chid-tons, chip-tong, cobs-thud, cone-
thir, coni-thin, cris-tend, ding-snip, dohs-shod, dona-shiv, dong-ship, dors-shed, errs-reed, ever-rare, 
evil-rank, ghis-pond, grid-pens, hare-over, herd-ores, ires-nerd, knar-live, kris-lend, when-zori, whir-
zone 
 
23-shift - 
aide-wots, aims-woke, apod-whit, awed-wast, awls-wale, awol-wail, bids-vote, bise-voes, bobs-vive, 
boil-viol, boll-vill, bots-vide, bowl-vial, daws-twae, deme-tsks, died-tost, diff-torr, difs-tore, dike-toms, 
dill-toll, dims-toke, diol-toil, dite-tods, doby-tivy, dodo-titi, dole-tils, doll-till, dols-tile, doms-tike, dorr-
tiff, dose-ties, dost-tied, dots-tide, doty-tidy, doum-tick, eche-sups, eide-sots, esse-sees, fibs-rove, fido-
roti, fids-rote, fill-roll, fils-role, fits-rode, five-robs, fobs-rive, foes-rise, ford-rift, fore-rifs, fowl-rial, 
fyce-ryus, heed-psst, hide-pots, hied-post, hies-pose, hike-poms, hili-polo, hill-poll, hims-poke, holo-
pili, hols-pile, holy-pily, homo-piki, homs-pike, hose-pies, host-pied, howe-pias, howl-pial, iced-oust, 
jive-nobs, joke-nims, jole-nils, jots-nide, kids-mote, kifs-more, kill-moll, kilt-mold, kite-mods, kits-
mode, koto-midi, lias-lowe, libs-love, lich-loup, lido-loti, lied-lost, lies-lose, lift-lord, lits-lode, live-
lobs, lyes-lyse, lyly-lyly 
 
24-shift - 
exit-tape, fete-stet, fixt-spae 
 
25-shift - 
call-wynn, crag-whys, duly-vena, fuse-tegu, fuss-tegg, gels-sung, gene-sulu, guff-sett, gulf-sent, hulk-
reno, jehu-pure, luff-nett, lulu-nene, mels-mung, meme-mumu, menu-mule, mess-mugg 
 
Some shifts have over 50 pairs like 9 and 23 and 4, 10, 14, and 24 have only 3 or less. 
 
Two 6-shift are connected by a 13-shift cipher: been-ebbs and orra-roof. Some make sense, like kale-
blah, ally-peer, and iron-jade. Some are opposites, like junk-tips, and dirge-farce (for 5-letter pairs). 
Some go to the reverses of themselves, like avid-diva, stop-pots, and stab-bats. 
Some pairs are of one word to the same word, like anna-anna, bobo-bobo, and lyly-lyly. 
Some fit into both categories, anna-anna, boob-boob, and naan-naan, which anna, boob, and naan all 
Caesar shift into eachother. 
Possibly the best group of multiples are pixy-talk, slab-talk, pixy-bits, and slab-bits. 
11 is the champion of words with only odd letters, with 13 out of its 17 pairs having two words with 
only odd letters (all except acta-kirk, acts-kirs, etch-grid, and rows-twos.) 
Some of them make almost sense, like lima-beam(not bean, beam), and mama-coco, the name of a 
character in the movie Coco (the movie about Day of the Dead, not the Pokemon movie with the same 
name). Interesting 3-letter pairs include ice-age. 
 
Let's move on to five-letter pairs, surprisingly every shift has at least one pair: 
 
1-shift - 
adown-axmen, hajis-tarsi, lalls-pappi, lauan-pagan, limas-psoai 
 
2-shift - 
jinny-stood 
 
3-shift - 
alias-cruck, aloin-croup, arias-cluck, aryls-clerk, birse-bulky, bloke-brosy, boody-booze, koine-soupy, 
kroon-sloop, loose-rooky, micas-quack 
 
4-shift - 
loppy-spoof 
 
5-shift - 
abase-edema, fanum-zerks, inarm-wrens, lemma-tasse, ligan-twyer, maple-septa, miens-swarm, nalas-
retem, nasal-remet, natal-relet, pacer-pecan, palet-petal 
 
6-shift - 
croon-dorrs, obols-rerun 
 
7-shift - 
imago-yugas 
 
8-shift - 
chide-fazed, putto-snoot, putts-snoop 
 
9-shift - 
barer-hirer, battu-hippo, biker-hayer, biner-haver, caner-giver, citer-gaper, crate-gripe, creep-greet, 
cripe-grate, darer-firer, direr-farer, dirge-farce, dower-fumer, mater-wiper, miler-waxer, miner-waver, 
mixer-waler, offer-udder, opera-uteri, otter-upper, pacer-tiger, paper-titer, pawer-timer, piper-tater, 
poker-tuyer, poppa-tutti, prate-tripe, privy-trank, prune-trove, rater-riper, rawer-rimer 
 
10-shift - 
ruffs-speer 
 
11-shift - 
sachs-skids, sages-skegs, sagos-skews, sakes-skags, scags-sikes, sokes-swags 
 
12-shift - 
adult-liras, bulla-kraal, chert-jehus, elute-harsh, expat-howls, exult-horas, felts-ghast, plasm-waltz, 
pulse-wrath, rawly-ulpan 
 
13-shift - 
celli-kibbe, ditto-jetty, rebbe-villi 
 
14-shift - 
fatwa-inurn 
 
15-shift - 
boson-nawab, cobia-mango 
 
16-shift - 
aptly-pawer, aryls-pyrex, fleer-kelly, tiled-whelm 
 
17-shift - 
biffy-pills, bikes-pigmy, biogs-picky, eidos-mincy, hills-jiffy, hilly-jiffs, hippy-jibbs 
 
18-shift - 
anode-redon, cajon-pride, carve-prawn, freer-manna 
 
19-shift - 
aloof-sheen, bored-rebop, doffs-penna, hoggs-lemma 
 
20-shift - 
bathe-stamp, bazoo-stuff, blaze-situp 
 
21-shift - 
farms-pudic 
 
22-shift - 
cones-third, corer-there, diver-snare, doers-shred, donee-shirr, doves-shard, drear-serve, genic-print, 
genre-prier, grind-penis, hared-overs, knars-lived, whirs-zoned 
 
23-shift - 
apods-white, bouse-vices, dices-touse, didst-toted, diode-toits, diols-toile, ditty-toddy, dolts-tilde, easts-
swede, edify-story, elide-slots, elint-slojd, emote-skids, epode-shits, fices-rouse, fiche-roups, fille-rolls, 
kilty-moldy 
 
24-shift - 
fidge-spurt 
 
25-shift - 
fella-tunny, gemmy-summa, genoa-sulky, grana-shyly, grunt-shelf, gully-senna, luffa-netty, lyssa-naggy 
 
Most of the 5-letter 9 pairs are the 4-letter ___e -> ___e to ___er -> ____er. The 11 shift also has many 
pairs of words with only odd-numbered letters (called all-odd words, because "all" and "odd" are also 
an Atbash plus Caesar shift pair). 
The pairs micas-quack and imago-yugas is the longest pair with two all-different-letter all-odd words. 
 
Here are the six letter pairs and longer. All the shifts that have pairs are shown below: 
 
1-shift - banana-zanana 
 
3-shift - booboo-booboo 
 
5-shift - barman-denser, carman-censer, lallan-tetter, mermen-sansar, parser-penman 
 
6-shift - bimbos-extern 
 
8-shift - duende-endued 
 
9-shift - batter-hipper, beader-heifer, belive-hexane, better-hepper, butter-hopper, copper-gutter, crater-
griper, dapper-fitter, dipper-fatter, duffer-fodder, jitter-zapper, kipper-yatter, meeter-weeper, nappie-
vittae, patter-tipper, peeper-teeter, pepper-tetter, pewter-temper, picric-tagrag, pruner-trover, pumice-
towage, putter-topper, rapper-ritter, ratter-ripper, recane-regive, repave-retine, greeter-creeper, gritter-
crapper, pewterer-temperer 
 
12-shift - furfur-grugru, penile-whydah 
 
16-shift - clover-nebuly 
 
17-shift - ridgils-zinkify 
 
22-shift - corned-theirs, divers-snared, drears-served, incent-nitric, coheirs-thorned 
 
23-shift - holies-pilose, kiddie-mottos, hilloed-pollist 
 
The only seven-letter pairs are greeter-creeper(9), gritter-crapper(9), ridgils-zinkify(17), coheirs-
thorned(22), and hilloed-pollist(23). 
And one eight-letter pair: pewterer-temperer(9). 
 
But we move on to bigger things! 
 
What if we check Merriam Webster's 3rd Unabridged instead of the scrabble dictionary? 
 
We can find 6-letter pairs for most shifts! 
 
For example: 
1 - banana-zanana 
2 - anatox-bobine 
3 - actory-cajole 
5 - barman-denser 
6 - haboob-yferre 
7 - isacco-yogees 
8 - duende-endued 
9 - pewter-temper 
11 - roctas*-twirks* 
12 - penile-whydah 
13 - divelu-jeribs* 
15 - cobola-manado 
16 - themer-wildly 
17 - dioecy-nicmos 
18 - annona-reeder 
19 - boreas-rebosa (also an anagram!) 
20 - bactra-stract 
21 - judaic-larums 
22 - divers-snared 
23 - kiddie-mottos 
25 - felten-tunful 
 
Starred words are inferred words. Judaic, Bobine, Anatox, and Divelu are capitalized words. 
 
4, 10, 14, and 24 are the only missing ones, and starred words are inferred forms not listed but implied. 
 
The 7-letter pairs with this dictionary added are: 
3-shift - boobook-booboos 
5-shift - attalla-ellette, narayan-reneger 
8-shift - shouted-patnode 
9-shift - coiture-guapore, crapper-gritter, creeper-greeter, crutter-gropper, elbower-exhumer, otterer-
upperer 
13-shift - telembi-tibiale 
17-shift - ridgils-zinkify 
19-shift - alehoof-sholeen 
22-shift - conjure-thimber, coheirs-thorned 
23-shift - bollies-villose, hilloed-pollist 
 
Also, there are 4 more 8-letter pairs: purupuru-torotoro (shift of 9), hackmack-homecome (shift of 15), 
conjured-thimbers (shift of 22), hospices-piehouse (shift of 23). 
Also, we have a 9-letter shift pair. peneplane-paraptera. I discovered this pair, nobody else may claim 
that they discovered it. 
 
If you add the words from some more dictionaries, 4 has johppa-upwood and 24 has gjerde-rotgut, only 
leaving 10 and 14. 
 
Also adding the words from some more dictionaries, there are 2 more 8-letter pairs: balwarra-detienne 
(shift of 5), and dapperer-fitterer (shift of 9). No new 9-letter pairs other then peneplane-paraptera 
though. 
 
That is all of the things I currently have here about ciphers and structures. It may be continued in a part 
2 with Arithmetic Cipher and Muliplicative Cipher though. 
DOUBLED LETTER SENTENCES 
 
 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
  thorpeds@hotmail.com 
 
All these words contain a doubled letter. 
 
THREE HEADLESS APPARITIONS SUDDENLY APPEARED 
 
SLIPPERY NARROW TUNNELS SEEM OPPRESSIVELY SPOOKY 
 
MIDDLESEX’S INTELLIGENT  PUZZLERS NEED DIFFICULT QUIZZES 
 
PADDY APPRECIATED COOK’S SUPPER, GUZZLING CHERRY DESSERT  FOLLOWING   
YUMMY BEEF CASSEROLE      
 
UNACCOUNTABLE WEEKLY MESSAGES ARRIVED FOLLOWING HARRIET’S SUDDEN 
DISAPPEARANCE                        
 
WOBBLY LADDERS WILL COLLAPSE, ESPECIALLY STEEP WOODEN LADDERS 
 
ALL OFFICE FLOORS NEED SCRUBBING WEEKLY        
 
HOMELESS STREET DWELLERS APPRECIATE FREE FOOD   
 
GREEN CREEPY CATERPILLARS KILL CABBAGES 
 
TENNIS WINNER, MURRAY, NETTED THREE SUCCESSIVE BALLS 
 
GRANNY’S GLASSES FINALLY FELL OFF 
 
BUDDLEIAS ATTRACT FLUTTERING BUTTERFLIES 
 
KNITTED WOOLLEN PULLOVERS KEEP CHILLS OFF 
 
RUBBISH LITTERS TREE-LINED STREETS 
 
GALLOWAY CATTLE GUZZLE GREEN GRASS 
 
TERRIBLE ACCIDENTS HAPPEN FOLLOWING CARELESS MOUNTAINEERING 
 
SHOPPING MALLS OFFER ALL POSSIBLE GOODS 
 
FLAPPING SUDDENLY, NINETEEN GEESE HURRIEDLY TOOK OFF 
 
SUCCESSFUL BUTTONHOLES NEED NEEDLEWORK LESSONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOOTBALL WUSSES 
 
Roger E. Rondeau 
Dayton, OH 
 
In his 1997 bestselling book, “Brain Droppings,” the late George Carlin wrote his famous stage 
monologue on the violence of football vs. the tameness of baseball.  Among other things, he 
compared football helmets to baseball caps; contrasted football blitzes and bombs to baseball 
bunts and bloopers; and noted that football has blocking, clipping, spearing, piling on, 
unnecessary roughness while baseball has the squeeze play, the sacrifice fly, the walk, the 
fielder’s choice. 
 
In a Washington Post article, sports writer Tom Boswell wrote a similar piece pointing out that 
in football you march down the field and score; while in baseball, you wait for a walk, take your 
stretch, toe the rubber, tap your spikes, play ball and run home.  Even political columnist George 
Will noted that football combines two of the worst elements of American life: violence and 
committee meetings. 
 
But this Words installment goes against the flow, presenting the docile side of football and 
exposing the rough edges of baseball.  Don’t football players usually huddle (and some even 
hold hands) to discuss protecting the passer who might be launching a Hail Mary pass?  If it’s an 
immaculate reception, there certainly will be some joyful dancing and merriment in the end 
zone.  Aren’t there many other timid plays and situations in the course of a football game, like 
free kicks, safeties, neutral zones, flea flickers, dead balls, weak sides, kneeling, and fair 
catches?  Also, aren’t many football games played in such benevolent venues as the 
Humanitarian Bowl, Liberty Bowl, Rose Bowl, Sugar Bowl, and Fiesta Bowl? 
By contrast, baseball is a sport where each team has at least eight hitters with baseball bats – 
three foot pieces of lumber – that are sometimes used to hit screwballs and an occasional 
bleeder.  If at least three of these heavy hitters follow one another in the lineup, it’s called 
murderers’ row. In a baseball game, there might be bean balls, suicides, steals, twin killings, and 
hit and runs.  In addition, you can get shut out, knocked out of the box, put out, picked off, 
thrown out, and run down. Besides being tough, baseball players need to be smart - you won’t 
see them get penalized for having too many players on the field. 
 
On the gridiron sidelines, trainers are standing by to squirt Gatorade into the players’ open 
mouths - like a mother bird feeding the gaping beaks of her nestlings. No one near the baseball 
diamond waits on the players - they drink water and Gatorade all by themselves. Some players 
are even isolated in a bullpen and kept ready to come out to kill an opponent's rally; others pace 
in their dugout chewing tobacco and spitting a lot. So, as for football players’ toughness rating, 
they need to expectorate if they expect to rate. 
   
Finally, with all the talk about football players kneeling during the national anthem, it should be 
noted that baseball is not only our national pastime but also our most patriotic sport. The next 
time you attend a baseball game, listen for the last six words of our national anthem: ‘.... home of 
the brave, play ball.’ 
 


HOMOPHONIC COUPLETS 
 
BRIAN GARRISON 
Portland, Oregon 
brian@bugthewriter.com 
 
 
The guidelines for rhymes suggest you do not rhyme a word with itself, so 
I have carefully avoided that situation in the lines below. 
 
A diet change to slim my waist: 
pre-packaged meal-boxes expand my waste. 
 
Automatic &^!$#!% sensor: 
prudish @$#*!& robot censor. 
 
Marriage proposals? DO NOT accept! 
Never, ever, ever... except... 
 
An angry horn-honker was honked at too: 
he weaved and swerved wherever he wanted to. 
 
A mute wolf pack sat wondering how'll 
they praise the night if they cannot howl. 
 
The nearsighted nurse who searched for my vein: 
he poked again and again in vain. 
 
Captain Capricious did not steer straight: 
abandoned ship and clogged the strait. 
 
A lazy man once met his idol: 
self-mummified monk whose life was idle. 
 
Shuffled shoes with worn out soles: 
worn by folks with weary souls. 
 
Comfort to the ones who pray 
(provided that they do not prey). 
IN THIS BEST OF ALL POSSIBLE . . . WORDS! 
An Omnium Gatherum of Linguistic Humor and Miscellanea  
 
DON HAUPTMAN  
New York, New York 
donhauptman@nyc.rr.com 
 
 
When I lend a small sum, or purchase something for a friend as a favor, I casually offer  
to waive the debt, accompanying the gesture with the quip: “It’s a mere bag of shells.”  
 
I’m no longer surprised when the ostensible beneficiary doesn’t get it. A bagatelle is  
“an unimportant or insignificant thing; a trifle.” The gag originated in a classic episode  
of The Honeymooners sitcom, still endlessly in syndication, as a malapropism uttered by  
Ralph Kramden, the blustering bus driver played by Jackie Gleason. According to lore,  
Gleason ad-libbed the joke. I probably heard it as a kid, watching the original broadcast  
in 1956.  
 
There may be a moral here: Obviously, the producers expected the audience back then to know 
the word and thus be amused by the blooper. The fact that this is no longer true is yet another 
indication of how far the state of literacy has plunged.  
 
This is the sixth recreationally linguistic gallimaufry that I’ve written for Word Ways. Following 
are items that the usual themes of my articles didn’t accommodate.  
 
 
As a handy, all-purpose excuse to people expecting a response or requesting some action on  
my part, I puckishly say that I am blizzy—my own portmanteau of busy and lazy. Googling 
didn’t turn up the neologism, at least not with this meaning. But last October, reading a column 
in The Wall Street Journal by financial journalist Jason Zweig, I spotted his invention of blazy. 
The same, only different. Use whichever version you prefer.  
 
In a cartoon, hundreds of two-legged rodents, nattily attired in headbands and Nikes, are running 
a marathon on a city boulevard. On the sidelines, one briefcase-toting executive complains to 
another: “I’m tired of this rat race.” (Numerous variations may be found online.) I wonder if 
anyone else has identified the phenomenon in play here, which I call “literalizing the metaphor.” 
More examples: A recent headline announced: “Audiences Face the Music Again.” A New 
Zealand vacation home was burglarized and the thieves really did take “everything but the 
kitchen sink.” Can you think of others? 
 
A few provocative queries and observations: 
 
 
• How did silence as a response come to be critically ridiculed by the comment: 
“Crickets”? Yes, I get the gist. But, after all, crickets are noisy, right?  
 
• Isn’t the professional title “paid assassin” redundant? Would any of them do the job,  
um . . . pro bono?  
 
• Why do we say “related by blood”? The phrase originated in the early 18th century, 
before genetics was discovered. Maybe they knew something, because DNA can be 
extracted from white blood cells. Still, I find the expression repellent. Will it ever  
be abandoned? Frankly, I’m not sanguine about the prospects! 
 
• Two years ago, confirming a flight, I had to read the boarding-pass code, LZHWUB,  
on the phone to a human customer-service representative. Although I was once in  
the Navy, I often forget what’s usually referred to as the NATO phonetic alphabet.  
So I hesitantly recited: “Lima, Zulu, Hotel, er . . . Whatever.” (It’s really Whiskey.) 
 
• Whenever I complained to my accountant about an expense, such as his bill, he would 
invariably retort, “It’s a cost of doing business.” Now that I’m retired, I rationalize each 
unavoidable monetary obligation as “a cost of doing life.” 
 
• At first, I thought it odd that a theater performance scheduled for a Sunday at 10:30 A.M. 
was identified as a “matinee.” Aren’t matinees customarily in the afternoon? But the 
impresarios may have been more on target than they knew. The word is derived from  
the French matin, morning. 
 
• In a reply to a friend: “This topic is above my pay grade.” I then added: “That bromidic 
expression may now be past its sell-by date.” 
 
• If a writer is guilty of salting his work with, say, pretentious references, is that equivalent 
to peppering it?   
  
 
Finally, I have long been fascinated by rhyming phrases, which are ubiquitous in quotidian 
parlance: creature feature, dream team, fake it till you make it, funny money, high and dry,  
large and in charge, set it and forget it. A 2018 political campaign slogan and meme was  
“Jobs Not Mobs.”  
 
I enjoy festooning my conversation and email correspondence with this device: belated yet 
related, eerie query, gist with a twist, menu venue, minions with opinions, pester sequester,  
quid pro oho.  
 
Rhyme has a natural and universal appeal, as indicated by its longstanding use in poetry, light 
verse, classic stage plays, and song lyrics. Children play the rhyming game called “Inky Pinky.” 
Riddles, magic spells, and incantations all deploy the device. And let’s not forget Cockney 
rhyming slang. So there’s clearly something inherently satisfying about rhyme; perhaps it has  
an evolutionary origin. 
 
Or is that theory just pie in the sky?  
 
 
Credits: I thought I had invented the article title, then discovered that numerous clever people had beaten me  
to the punch. Ditto for “cost of doing life.” Unless otherwise attributed, everything else above is original,  
though that can sometimes be tough to confirm via even the most diligent searching.  
MATCHING TRANSPOSED LETTER PATTERNS 
 
 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
   thorpeds@hotmail.com 
 
Begin with three 4-letter transposals with the letter patterns: 
      1  2  3  4      4  3  2 1    and   2  3  4  1 
eg  E  D A M    M A D E           D A M E                         
  
The aim is to find other sets of transposals with the same three letter patterns. 
 
1 2 3 4         4  3 2 1        2 3 4 1     
                                                                                                                                                                            
E M I T      T I M E       M I T E            
 
E R OS       S O R E      R O S E  
S O R E      E R O S      O R E S           
 
E T A M     M A T E     T A M E 
                                                                        
E T O N     N O T E      T O N E 
 
E V I L       L I V E       V I L E                  
L I V E       E V I L       I V E L                     
L E V I       I V E L       E V I L 
 
S M U T     T U M S     M U T S      
S T U M     M U T S     T U M S             
 
S P A N      N A P S      P A N S 
S N A P      P A N S      N A P S                         
 
S P I N       N I P S        P I N S 
S N I P       P I N S        N I P S 
 
S P O T      T O P S       P O T S                      
S T O P      P O T S       T O P S            
 
S L A P      P A L S       L A P S    
                    
S N O T     T O N S      N O T S 
 
S P A M     MAPS         PAMS 
 
S P A R      R A P S       P A R S    
           
S P A T      T A P S       P A TS                        
 
S P I T       T I P S         P I T S                                                        
                                                                
S T A B     B A T S       T A B S                                                                 
 
S T A N     N A T S      T A N S                  
 
S T A R     R A T S       T A R S      
 
S T E N     N E T S       T E N S                                             
    
S T U N    N U T S       T U N S                         
 
T R A P     P A R T      R A P T                                  
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 






NUMBERS IN WORDS 
 
Darryl Francis 
Brampton, Cumbria, England 
darryl.francis@yahoo.co.uk 
 
 
This article was inspired by my 5-year-old grand-daughter who once asked me “Do some 
words have numbers in them, as well as letters?” By ‘numbers’, I assumed she meant 
‘digits’. I knew of items like SE7EN (a 1995 film starring Brad Pitt) and CHICAG8 (an early 
spelling of Chicago, taken from Frederick Webb Hodge’s Handbook of American Indians 
North of Mexico. I thought these examples might be somewhat advanced for her, so assured 
her that the words she would come across at school and in her books would all just have 
letters. 
 
However, this set me thinking. Instead of digits in words, could I find words which contained 
the number names (ONE, TWO, THREE and so on) but which had no connection with the 
number names contained? I wasn’t interested in words like FOURSOME, FIVEFOLD and 
MULTIMILLIONAIRE where the number contained has got an obvious relation to the full 
word. The remainder of this article explores this idea in more detail. 
 
ONE: It’s very easy to find examples. Three obvious ones are DONE, GONE and TONE - note 
that these examples don’t even rhyme. Obviously, plenty of longer examples exist - for 
example, AUCTIONEER, EXPONENT and TELEPHONED. I like the longer examples because, 
presenting them, along with others in this article, to non-logologists and asking what they 
have in common makes it more difficult to spot their commonality. 
 
TWO: Here are some common words containing this number name – NETWORK, 
SOFTWOOD and TRUSTWORTHY. Many others also exist. 
 
THREE: This is where the challenge starts to kick in! Here are three examples, all obscure, 
taken from the Oxford English Dictionary (OED): BREETHREED (a 15th century spelling of 
‘brotherhood’), STHREEL (a variant of ‘streel’, a disreputable, untidy woman), and 
STOUTHREEF (an 18th century variant of ‘stouthreif’, theft with violence).  
 
FOUR: Again, it’s not easy to find familiar words. But I have come up with BEFOURE (an 
obsolete spelling of ‘before’ in the OED), SAFFOUR (an obsolete spelling of ‘savour’, in the 
OED),  and SULFOUREA (an organic chemical compound, listed in Webster’s Second Edition). 
And here are a couple of proper names - BALFOUR (the surname of Arthur Balfour, British 
prime minister between 1902-05), and FOURIER (an 18-19th century French mathematician 
known for his technique of ‘Fourier analysis’). 
 
FIVE: It’s getting harder now to find familiar words containing this number. I’ve found 
RUFIVENA and RUFIVENTRIS, which appear in a variety of scientific names. The former 
appears in the names of moths AORAIA RUFIVENA and TIRATHABA RUFIVENA, both of 
which can be found in Wikipedia. The latter can be found in the scientific name of the 
Australian bird called a coachman, PACHYCEPHALA RUFIVENTRIS. I suspect the RUFI- part of 
these names is connected to redness. The OED says that RUFI- is used to form adjectives 
describing animals and plants that have reddish parts. 
 
SIX: The website for the Unabridged Merriam-Webster Dictionary has LASIX (a tradename 
for the drug furosemide); and the OED contains POSIX (a set of formal descriptions that 
provides a standard for the design of certain features of computer operating systems). 
 
SEVEN: Again, it’s difficult to find familiar words containing this number. The OED has 
MISEVENT in a quotation, but shows the headword hyphenated, MIS-EVENT. The OED also 
has THRISEVENERABLE in a quote at THRICE, meaning ‘three times venerable’. ASSEVENT is 
a commune in northern France, according to Wikipedia. 
 
EIGHT: Back to familiar words! HEIGHT and WEIGHT are familiar, everyday words. Longer 
words include FREIGHTAGE and HEIGHTENED. 
 
NINE: It’s relatively easy to unearth words containing this number. A few familiar examples 
include CANNINESS, SKINNINESS and TININESS. Other words not ending with -INESS include 
LEONINE and TANNINED. 
 
TEN: There are lots of familiar words having these three letters embedded in them. Some 
familiar examples are ANTENNA, EXTEND and STENCH. 
 
ELEVEN: This is another challenging number when it comes to finding familiar examples. The 
OED contains these two words – RELEVENT (an obsolete spelling of the familiar word 
‘relevant’), and WANBELEVENESS (a state of unbelief). There’s also a couple of proper 
names I’ve uncovered – TRELEVEN (a family surname, taken from Dictionary of American 
Family Names, published by the Oxford University Press, apparently derived from a 
placename in Cornwall, England, although I am unable to find this placename in detailed 
lists of English placenames), and SZELEVENY (a village in central Hungary, according to 
Wikipedia). 
 
Now a big gap …. 
 
FORTY: This number appears in several obsolete spellings found in the OED - BEFORTYMES 
(an obsolete spelling of ‘beforetimes’, meaning formerly, previously, in the past), 
COMFORTYE (an obsolete spelling of ‘comfort’), and FORTYFIE (an obsolete spelling of 
‘fortify’, and also being one letter short of the number FORTY-FIVE). There is also the 
placename ARTIFORTY (a place in Antrim, Northern Ireland, listed on Wikipedia). 
 
 Another big gap …. 
 
EIGHTY: There’s one very familiar word containing this number, WEIGHTY. And the OED has 
OVERWEIGHTY (too heavy) and UNWEIGHTY, which it doesn’t define, but which presumably 
is simply the opposite of WEIGHTY. The OED also has SLEIGHTY (making use of sleight or 
craft). 
 
NINETY: I’ve come up with some faulty examples here. The first is the hyphenated 
STRYCHNINE-TYPE. In its entry for LACTAM, the OED has this as part of a quotation: “the 
corresponding lactams show pronounced strychnine-type toxicity”. The second is the two-
word term CANINE TYPHUS (another name for EHRLICHIOSIS, a disease of dogs, which 
appears in Wikipedia). 
 
HUNDRED: I’ve only managed to find a single example here – THUNDRED (an obsolete 
spelling of ‘thundered’, which appears in numerous quotations in the OED). 
 
MILLION: At its entry MUSKMELON (an edible fruit), the OED has these four obsolete 
spellings of the word: MUSKMILLION, MUSKEMILLION, MUSHMILLION, and MUSMILLION. 
The online Unabridged Merriam-Webster Dictionary has VERMILLION as an alternative 
spelling of VERMILION (a scarlet cosmetic). The surname GOMILLION can also be found. 
Charles Gomillion was the lead plaintiff in the landmark 1960 civil rights case Gomillion v. 
Lightfoot, which led the Supreme Court to declare gerrymandering unconstitutional. 
 
BILLION: Webster’s Third and the OED have TOURBILLION (a whirlwind). The OED also 
shows the obsolete spelling TURBILLION. Wikipedia has an entry for TINUS LAMBILLION, a 
Dutch boxer who competed in the 1936 Summer Olympics.  
 
TRILLION: According to Wookieepedia, the Star Wars wiki, I note the existence of 
DESTRILLION (a planet in the Dubrillion system of the Outer Rim Territories). 
 
GOOGOL: And finally, I couldn’t resist this one - GOO GOO GOLIATH  (a 1954 Merrie 
Melodies mockumentary cartoon, according to Wikipedia). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
REMOVING THE FIRST LETTER OR THE LAST LETTER LEAVES 
A WORD    
 
 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
   thorpeds@hotmail.com 
 
 
The word under consideration makes another word when either its first or last letter is removed. 
 
                       TONE  -   T   =   ONE                TONE  -  E   =  TON 
 
When the word begins and ends with the same letter, the resulting two words are transposals* 
 
                      HASH   -   H   =   ASH*             HASH   -   H    =  HAS*    
 
Plural nouns are not included.                   
 
                    LETTER REMOVED                        
                       first            last 
                                                                                  
ALED            LED          ALE             
 
AMINE          MINE       AMIN 
 
AMY             MY           AM   
 
ARIAL          RIAL        ARIA 
 
ASTERN      STERN     ASTER             
 
 
BARK           ARK         BAR 
 
BOAR           OAR        BOA 
 
BOAT           OAT        BOA 
 
BOUGHT     OUGHT   BOUGH 
 
BRANDY     RANDY   BRAND 
 
BRAN           RAN        BRA 
 
BRAT           RAT         BRA 
 
 
CAPE            APE         CAP 
 
CARE            ARE        CAR 
 
CHARM       HARM    CHAR 
 
CHAT           HAT        CHA 
 
CLOVER     LOVER   CLOVE 
 
CODE          ODE        COD 
 
CONE          ONE        CON 
 
CORE          ORE         COR 
 
         
DIVAN       IVAN        DIVA 
 
DOVER      OVER       DOVE 
 
DOWN       OWN        DOW 
 
 
EASTERN  ASTERN  EASTER 
 
EVENT      VENT        EVEN 
 
EVERY      VERY       EVER 
 
 
FAIRY       AIRY        FAIR 
 
FARM        ARM        FAR 
 
FART         ART         FAR 
 
FLOP         LOP          FLO 
 
FLOW       LOW         FLO 
 
FORE        ORE          FOR 
 
FUSED      USED       FUSE 
 
 
GAGE       AGE         GAG 
 
GALE       ALE          GAL 
 
GALL       ALL          GAL 
 
GAPE       APE          GAP 
 
GASH      ASH          GAS 
 
GOAT       OAT        GOA 
 
GRIND     RIND       GRIN 
 
 
HALF       ALF          HAL 
 
HAILS     AILS         HAIL 
 
HANDY   ANDY     HAND 
 
HEARTH  EARTH *  HEART*    
 
HIT           IT             HI  
 
 
IDEAL      DEAL      IDEA 
 
IRAN        RAN         IRA 
 
 
KINKY     INKY       KINK 
 
 
LEAST      EAST      LEAS 
 
LEON        EON       LEO    
 
LOVER     OVER     LOVE         
 
LOUT       OUT        LOU 
 
                                         
MACE       ACE      MAC 
 
MAM        AM*      MA*    
 
MANY      ANY     MAN 
 
MARE      ARE       MAR 
 
MOAT     OAT        MOA 
 
MODE     ODE        MOD 
 
 
NAPE       APE        NAP 
 
NEVER    EVER      NEVE (a surname) 
 
NOR         OR           NO 
 
NORE       ORE        NOR 
 
 
ORANGE  RANGE  ORANG 
 
OVAL       VAL       OVA 
 
 
PAM         AM          PA 
 
PANT       ANT        PAN 
 
PARE       ARE        PAR 
 
PARK       ARK        PAR 
 
PART       ART         PAR      
 
PEAT       EAT         PEA        
 
PLEASE   LEASE   PLEAS 
 
PRIME     RIME      PRIM 
 
 
RACER   ACER*    RACE *     
 
RANDY  ANDY    RAND 
 
RAPE      APE        RAP 
 
RATE      ATE        RAT 
 
RIDE       IDE         RID 
 
RODE     ODE        ROD 
 
ROVER  OVER*   ROVE*       
 
 
SAGE     AGE       SAG 
 
SALE     ALE        SAL 
 
SCARE    CARE    SCAR 
 
SEARS    EARS*   SEAR*    
 
SEAT      EAT       SEA 
 
SHOVEL  HOVEL   SHOVE 
 
SIDE       IDE        SID 
 
SINGE    INGE     SING 
 
SINK      INK       SIN 
 
SKID      KID       SKI 
 
SKIN      KIN      SKI 
 
SKIP       KIP       SKI 
 
SKIT       KIT       SKI 
 
SLATE    LATE     SLAT 
 
SLIME    LIME      SLIM 
 
SLOPE    LOPE     SLOP 
 
SOWN    OWN      SOW 
 
SPAN      PAN       SPA 
 
SPARE    PARE     SPAR 
 
SPARK    PARK    SPAR 
 
SPAT       PAT        SPA 
 
SPINE      PINE      SPIN  
 
STANK    TANK   STAN 
 
STRIPE    TRIPE   STRIP 
 
 
TAPE      APE       TAP 
 
TEAR      EAR      TEA 
 
TEASE    EASE    TEAS 
 
TEAT      EAT*     TEA*    
 
TEND      END      TEN 
 
THANK  HANK   THAN 
 
THEM     HEM     THE 
 
THEN      HEN     THE 
 
TOR        OR        TO 
 
TORE     ORE      TOR 
 
TOWN   OWN     TOW 
 
TRIPE    RIPE      TRIP 
 
TWINE   WINE   TWIN 
 
                       
UKES      KES     UKE 
 
 
VENDS  ENDS   VEND                    
 
 
WAND   AND    WAN 
  
WARE    ARE     WAR 
 
WARM   ARM    WAR 
 
WART    ART     WAR 
 
WASH    ASH     WAS 
 
WOVEN  OVEN  WOVE 
 
 
YEAST   EAST    YEAS 
 
YOUR     OUR    YOU 
 
 
THE THREE WORDS MAKE A PHRASE 
 
BEND      END     BEN 
 
COVER   OVER   COVE 
 
DONE     ONE      DON 
 
FLOG      LOG      FLO 
 
HOVER   OVER   HOVE  (a place)  
 
LONE      ONE      LON 
 
MADE    ADE      MAD 
 
MATE    ATE      MAT! 
 
MEND    END     MEN  
 
PLANE   LANE   PLAN 
 
 
 


SOUND REVERSALS    
 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
   thorpeds@hotmail.com  
 
A word is divided into letter groups… eg   AIS   LE   S    
 
The letter groups are then read in reverse order…   S   LE    AIS 
 
Their sounds make another word…     S   L   Y 
 
1.   Single, non-palindromic words with a palindromic sound 
 
The middle letter/s is/are treated as a single letter sound, either soft or loud. 
 
middle                     
letter 
sound 
A      soft      F  A  FF      
         loud    B  A  BE      C  A  KE       M  AI  M       S  AY  S      T  A  TE      S  T  A  TE  S 
 
B      soft      O   B  OE                                                            
 
E      soft      D   EA  D      
        loud     S   EA  S      T  EA  T        C  EA  SE        L  I  LLE          
 
I       soft      K  I  CK       L  I  LL 
        loud     D  IE  D,   F  Y  FFE,   L  Y  LE,  M   I  ME,   N   I  NE,    P  I   PE,  S  IGH  S,   T  IGH T 
 
L      soft      A  LL  AH        E   L  Y   
        loud     S  ELL  S 
 
M     soft     AI  M  EE 
        loud    TEMPT (silent P) 
    
N     loud     S  EN  SE      T  EN  T 
 
O     soft      C  O  CK      D  O  DD (surname)      L  O  LL     N  O  NE  
        loud     C  O  KE     KN  OW   N    P O  PE     S  EW  S    S  OW S    T  O  TE     S  T   OA  T   S      
 
R     loud     B  AR  B       M  AR M     T  AR  T      S T AR T S    
 
T     soft       EYE  T  IE                          
 
U     soft      C  OO  K        D  U  DE        L  U  LL        J  U  DGE         N  U   NN (surname)      
                    SH  U  SH      S  UE  S        S  U  SS         T  U  TT (surname) 
        loud     S   UE  S 
 
V     soft      E  V  IE    
 
Z     soft       EA  S  Y 
 
2.   One word changes  into another 
 
Transposals are not included. 
 
A  CHE  =  K  AY,   ARM  S  =  PS  ALM,   AU  K  =  C  AW  or  C  ORE,   AU   K  S  =   S  C  ORE       
 
AZ  TECS  =  TEX  AS      AN  DY  =   DI  ANNE       A  PE  =  P  AY         AI  M   =  M  AY   
 
AE  S  O  P   =   P  O  SS  E       AR  K  S   =  S  C  AR     A GE  =  J  AY     ANDE  S  =   S  ANDY 
 
A  LE  =  L  EY or  L  AY      A  TE   =    T  AY       A  GE  =  J  AY        AR  K   S  =  S  C   AR 
 
AIS   LE  or  IS  LE  =  L IE       AIS   LE   S   =  S   L  Y        AN  VIL  =  VILL  AIN         
 
A  LL Y   =   IS   L  A (a first name - pronounced EYE  LA)        A  NN  UL =  UL   N  A          
 
AN  CHOR  =  KOR  AN            ARK  LE (Grand National Winner)  =  L   ARK        
 
A  NNO  =   NO  AH         AR   SE  =  TS   AR  
              
B   LOW  =  LO  BE       B  OW   L  =  L  O  BE        B  ORE   D  or   B  OAR   D  =    D  AU  B   
 
BUR   M   A  =  A   M  BER        B  U  CK  =   C   U   B 
 
BL  O  B   =  B   O  BBLE         BEA   KER  =   KIR   BY (place)       BL  O  CK  =  C  O   BBLE 
 
B  U  CKLE  =  CL   U  B,   B ORE  =  OR  B,    B A CK  S =   S  C  A  B,    BAN  TER  =  TUR BAN         
 
BL  I  SS  =  S  I  BYL       BEA  TEN   =  TEN   BY (place)          B  O  SS  =  S   O   B 
 
B  I  FF  =   F  I  B           BL  O  G  =   G  O  BBLE         B  A  SK  =  SC  A  B      
 
C  AUGH  T  =  T  AL  K      C  OA  CH   =  CH  O  KE       C  O  PE  =  P  O  KE      C  UE  =  U  KE 
 
C   AR   P  =  P   AR  K         C  AR  L  =  L   AR   K       C  OA  ST   =   ST   O  KE 
 
C   AR  S   =  S  AR  K (place)        CE  DAR   =  DAR  CY        C  OR  FE  (castle)   =  F   OR  K 
 
C  A   ST    =  S  T  A  CK            C   A  STLE  =   SL   A  CK       C  U   P  =  P  U  CK    
 
C  A  SE  =  S  A  KE      C  O  N  =   KN  O  CK     C  A  SH  =  SH  A  CK    CE  DAR   =  DAR  CY    
 
C  OE   S (people with the surname Coe)  =  S  OA  K          CL   O  CK  =  C  O  CKLE 
 
C  O  T  =  T  O  CK      C   U   LL  =  L  OO  K  or  L  U  CK      C  ER   T  AIN  =   EN   T   ER   S       
                
CH   U  B  = B  U  TCH             CH  U   CKLE  =  CL  U   TCH        CL   I   P   =   P  I  CKLE 
 
CL   A  CK  =  C   A  CKLE          CRUI  SE   =  S  CREW           CH  AL  K  S  =  S  C  OR  CH     
 
COMM   U   NE  =  N  EW  COMBE      C  O  MM  A   =  A  M  O  K       C   LAN   =  LAN   K        
 
C  O  BBLE  =  BL   O  CK      C  O  S  =  S  O  CK     C  A  RR  Y   or   C  A   RR   IE   =  I    R  A  Q  
 
C  LI  FF   =  F  LI   CK        C  UR  L  =   L  UR  K       C  A  ME  =  M  A  KE     
 
C  A  GE  =   J  A  KE        C  A  DGE  =   J  A  CK      CL  U  N (place)   =    KN  U  CKLE    
 
CL  I  P  =   P  I  CKLE       CA   RRY  =   RI  CA     C   LAY  =  LA    KE      C  U  SS  =   S   U  CK   
 
C  A  SH  =  SH  A  CK     CH  O  CK  S  =  S  C O  TCH              
                                                                                                                     
CHOR  U  S   =    S   U  CCOUR       C  O   ST  =  ST   O  CK     COWER  S      =   S  COUR 
                                                                                                                                               
C  ULL  S   =  S   UL   K       C  AUGH  T or  C  OUR  T   =   T  OR  QUE  or  T  AL  K   
 
C  UE  =   U  KE        C  URE   =   YOR   K 
 
D  ALE  S  =  S   AILE   D         D  A  TE  S   =   S  T  AI  D  or  S   T  AYE  D   
 
D  EA  N   =    KN  EE  D  or  N  EE  D         DI  O  NNE  =  N  O  DDY 
 
DAE   MON  =  MON  DAY          DAI   RY  =  REA   DER       D  I  CE  =  S  IGH  ED  or  S  I  DE         
 
D   A  LE  =  L   AI  D        D  IA  L   S  =  S  L  I  DE            DEL   PHI  =   FI  DEL                                                                                                                                            
       
D   IA  L   =  L  IE  D        D  IR  T  =  T  UR  D        
     
D  O  R  MA   =  MA   R  AU  D      D  A  NE  =  N   EIGH  ED      D  A  L  ES  =  S  L  AY  ED 
                                                                                                                   
D   RAIN    =  RAINE   D       D  E  LL  =  L  EA  D 
 
D   EA  R  =  R  EARE   D          D  EAR  TH   =  TH  IR  D         D   INE  S  =  S   IGNE  D 
 
D  I  SC  =  SK  I  D       D  A  LL  A  S  =   S  A  L  A  D   
 
D  EA  F  =  F  E   D         D  O  LE  =  L   OA  D       D   I  LL  =  L  I  D   
 
D  OLE  =   OL   D       D  OUGH  =   O  DE     D  ROO  P  = P  RU  DE      D  EN  SE   =  S  EN  D       
 
D  AN  CE  =   S   AN   D       D  OWN  S   =  S  OUN  D        D  I NE  S   =   S  IGNE  D   
 
D  OOR  S  =  S  WOR  D        D  O  TE  =   T  OA  D         D  WAYNE   = WANE   D   
 
D  E  S  =  Z   E  D     DE  GREE  =  GREE  DY     D   A  ME  =  M  AI  D    D  OR  M  =  M  AU  D        
   
D  A  TE  S  =  S  T  AI   D                
 
EIGH  T  or   A  TE   =  T  AY              EAS  T  =  T  EASE           E   M   I   T  =  T  I  MM  Y   
 
EL   MO’S   =   MOS  ELLE         EDI   T   S  =  S  T  EADY         EA  SE  =  S  EA  or  SEE      
 
EARL   S  =  S  EARLE (surname)      EA  GLE   =  GL  EE          E   KE   S  =  S  K  I     
 
F  LOW   =  LOA  F         F  LY  =  LI  FE      FL  A  T  =  T  A  FFLE     
 
F  OO   T =  T  OU  GH          F  A  ST   =  ST  A  FF        F  I  T  S  =  S  T  I  FF        
 
 F  I  ST   =  ST   I   FF        F   A   T   S  =   S  T  A  FF        FE   MUR  =  MUR  PHY          
 
FER   OU  S   =   S  U   FFER       F  OE   or  F  AUX  =  OA  F       F  I  CKLE  =  CL   I  FF         
   
FAIR  IS  LE  =  L  I  FER        F  A  LL  OW    =  O  L  A  F         FL  IGH   T  S  =  S  T   I    FLE                  
 
F  I   T  =  T   I  FF        
 
G  A  VE  =  V  A  GUE,   GN  O  ME  =   M  OA  N,    GA  RRY  =  RI  GA,   GN  A  T  = T   A  N 
 
GN  AW  S = S  AW  N       G   O  NE  =  N   O   G          GER  MAINE (name)  =  MAN  GER   
 
G   ROW  =  RO  GUE       GULL  EY  S  =  S  EA  GULL        GAL   LEY  =    LE  GAL  
 
G  REE  K   =   K RIE  G      G  LEE  =  LEA  GUE        GN  O ME   =  M  OA  N    
 
GA  RRY  =   RI  GA       GL  OW  =  O  GLE          G  IN  S  =  S  IN  GE          
 
HOR  SE  or  HOAR  SE  =  S  ORE  or  S  AW      
 
IS  LE   S   =  S   L   Y            INN  S   =   S  IN          IR  WIN   =   WINN  ER          I  CE  =  S   IGH               
 
IMA  GE  =  J   IMMY  
  
J  A  M  =  M  A  DGE          J  I  M  =  M  I  DGE         J  A  PE  =  P  A  GE      
   
K  EW  =  U   KE,     KN  EE  L  or  N  EI   L  =   L  EA  N,    K  EY  S  or  QU  AY   S  =  S  EE  K or   
                                                                                                                                                   S   I   KH 
KN  OW  LE  S (surname)   =  S  L  O  NE  or  S  L  OA  N         K  I  SSED  =   ST   I  CK 
 
K   I   TH  =  TH   I  CK       K  I  N  =   N  I  CK      K   I  P  S  =  S  P  I   CK      K   I  LL  =  L  I  CK 
 
K  EE   P  S  =  S  P  EA   K          K  I  M  =  M  I  CK           K  I  T  = T   I  CK          
                                                                 
KN  OW  S  or   N  O  SE    =   S   EW   N   or    S   OW   N         KN  OW  or  N  O   =   OW  N          
 
K  I  P  =  P  I  CK        KE   N  YA   =  YA   N   KEE      
 
L  A  KE  S  =  S  C  A  LE               L  OA  M  =  M  O  LE          LI   SA   =  SA  LLY         
 
L  IGH  T  S  =  S  T  Y  LE  or  S  T  I   LE         LI   RA  =  RA  LLY       L  I  T  =   T  I  LL 
 
L I  ST   =   ST  I  LL,     L   EA   SE   =   S  EA  L,   L  EA   P   =   P  EE  L,     L  I  P  =  P  I  LL    
 
L   A  ME  =  M  AI  L            L  I  CK  S   =   S  K  I  LL       L  A  NE  or  L  AI  NE  =  N  AI  L         
 
L  A  SH  =  SH  A  LL          L   OU  T  =  T   OWE   L                    L   AW  S  =  S  AU  L                  
 
L   EA  P  S  =  S  P  IE  L,    LE  ONE (Sierra)  = ON  LY,     L  EA  ST  or   L  EA  SED = ST  EE  L            
 
LEA  PER =  PEAR  LY      L  AD  S  =  S  ADD  LE        L  OO  K  S  =  S  K  U  LL         
 
LO  CI  =   SI  LO,    L  A  NE  S   = S   N  AI  L,      L  U  TE  =  T  OO  L,    L  AS  T   =  T  ASS  LE   
 
M  AI  N  or   M  AI  NE  =  N  A  ME          M  OA  T  =  T  O  ME,       M  I  LL  S =  S  L  I  M           
 
M   A  CE  =  S   A  ME                MU  SE  =  S  MEW                M  AR  S   =  PS  AL  M       
                                                                          
M  O  SS  =  S  O  MME        M  I  CK  S  =   S  K  I   M         M  OW  =  OH  M       
                                                                                                                                      
M  OO  T  =  T  O MB        M  A  SS  =  S  A  M                M  E  SSED  =  ST  E  M    
 
N  OUGH  T = T  OR  N      N  O  =  OW  N        N  O  SE  =  Z  O  NE     N  E  REID   =  RIDD  E  N        
 
N  OA  KE  S (surname) =  S  C  O  NE       N  I  CHE   =  SH   EE  N        N  O  SH  =  SH   O   NE    
 
N  EIGH  S  = S  A  NE        NER  Y  S = S  I  NNER            N   OO  SE  =  S  OO  N           
 
N  I  CE   =  S  IG  N     N  IGH  T  =  T  Y  NE      N   EA   T   =  T  EE  N       N  EW  T  =  T  U  NE                             
 
OUGH  T  =  T  ORE  or  T  OUR  or  T  OR          OA  ST  =  ST  OW  or  ST  OWE (place)     
 
OWE  S  =  S  O  or  S  EW  or  S  OH  or  S  OW,   OA  TH   =  TH   OUGH,     ONE  S   =  S  WAN 
  
OR  CHID  S   =  S  KIDD  AW (mountain)     OO  ZE  =  Z  OO             
 
P  AI  N  =  N  A  PE        P  E  ST  =  ST  E  PPE     PH  A  SE   =  S  A  FE        PIE  S  =   S  PY  
 
PUR   SE  =   S  PUR          P  Y  RE   =  R  I  PE          PAIR   S  =    S   PARE            
 
 P RAY  or  P  REY  =  RA  PE       P   IE  CE  or  P   EA  CE  =  S  EE  P       P  EA  K   =  K   EE   P   
 
PL  EA   T  S  =  S  T  EE  PLE       P  O  SE  =  S  OA  P               PANE  S  =  S   PAIN         
 
QA  TAR  =  TAR  KA (the otter)       
 
RA  TE  = T  RAY       RH  Y  ME  =  M I  RE         RI   TA    =   TA  RRY       
 
S  L  OE  S   or   S  L  OW  S   =  S  OU  L  S                S  L  I  T = T  I  LL S       S  TIR  =  TER  SE              
 
S  N  OU   T   =  T  OW  N  S        S   E  T  =  T  E  SS            S  L  IGH  T  =  T  I  LE  S                                     
  
STO  RY or  STO   REY  =   RE  STORE               S   Y   KE  S  =  S   K   Y   S                   
 
S  L  I  T  =  T   I   LL   S         ST  EA   K   =  C  A  SED       S  OU   L  or   S  O  LE   =  L  OW  S               
 
S  UE  =  EWE  S          S  K  I  S  =  S  I  KH  S  or   S  EE  KS        S  T   EE  P  =    P  EA  T  S    
 
S  TORK  =   TALK S         S  Q  UALL  =   WAL  K  S           S  T  REE  T  =  T  REA  T  S              
 
S  WIM  =  WHIM  S          S  PEAK  =  PEEK S      S  TOW   or   S  TOWE (in UK)  =  TOE  S     
 
 S  WORE  =  WAR  S          S  L  A  TE  =  T  AI  L  S               S  TY   =   TIE   S           
 
 S  IGH  T    =  T  IE  S         S  OUGH  T  =  T  OR   S             S  WEET  = WHEAT   S         
 
S   EN   T  or   SC  EN   T  =  T  EN  S      SA  VVY  =  VI  SA          S  L  A  VE   =   V  EI   L  S           
 
S  WINE  =  WHINE  S                                
 
TH  A  ME  =  M  A  TE         TH  EIR  or   TH  ERE =  EAR  TH            T  WEE  =  WHEA  T          
   (a town)                         
 
T  AI   L  =  L  A  TE            T  I  ME   or   TH  Y  ME  =  M  IGH   T       
                                                                                         
T   EA   SE   =   S   EA  T         T  WILL  = WIL  T         TH  REE  =  WREA TH   
        
R  IGH  T or  R  I  TE   or   WR  I  TE   =  T  Y  RE    
 
USE  D  =   J  EWS         U   KE  =   Q  UEUE  or   K  EW 
  
V  AI  N  or   V  EI  N   =  KN  A  VE  or   N  A  VE      
 
WAYNE  S  or   WAN  ES   =    S  WAIN            WEIGH  S   =  S  WAY      
 
W  OE   S  =  S   E  W   or   S  O   or   S OH    or  S O  W    
 
3.    2- word meaningful  phrases             
 
AUN   T’  S    S  T   AN          A  LL    L  AW            
    
B  O  MB   M  O  B,     B  O  DGE    J  O  B,     B  RIGH  T    T  RI  BE,      BEE   FY    PHOE   BE 
 
C  AL  M    M  AR   K,   C  AN  S    S  AN  K,    CH  E  CK   K  E  TCH,   C  AI   N’  S    S  N   A  KE 
 
C  OO  L    L   U  KE,     C  A  R  T     T   R  A  CK,    C  A  BLE    BL  A  KE,    C  UR  T    T  UR  K 
 
D   AR  K   C  AR  D,    D  U   KE   Q  UEU  ED,   D  OU  BLE    BL  OO  D,   D  U  CK   C  OUL D 
 
D  AY    AI  D           D  A  MN     M A  D         DE  LAY   LA  DY         D   ALE    AIL   ED      
 
D  AW  N     GN  AW   ED           D  E  S     S  AI  D  
    
EL   F     F  ELL            E  V  EN     E  N  VY 
        
F  I   NE     KN   I  FE,          F  U   NN  Y     E   N  OU  GH            F   EE   L     L   EA   F 
 
G  U  LL’  S     S   L  U  G      
     
I’  D     D  IE            I’  LL    L  IE             I’  VE    V  I 
 
K   I   T’  S    S   T   I  CK 
 
L  A  CE     S   A  LE,       L   EA   VE    V   EA  L,      L  IGH  T     T   I   LE,         L   I  KE   K  Y  LE 
 
LL   OY  D    D  OY   LE  (a name)       L  U  KE’  S    S  CH   OO  L        L  ANK    ANK  LE 
 
LEAVE  S    S  LEEVE               L  AY  S    S  AI  L               L  A  SS    S A  L 
 
L  AD ‘ S     S  ADD   LE        L  ET  S    S  ETT  LE        
 
M  A  CK ‘ S    S  C  A  M               M    AI   N   N  A  ME         M  EE   T    T   EA  M 
   
NA  TTY    TI   NA         N  I  CE   S  I  GN         N  I  CK  S    S  K  I  N           N  IE  CE    S  EE  N  
 
N   A   PE     P  AI   N 
                      
OU  R    R  OW                                                      
  
P  LEA  SE     S  LEE  P           P  A  CK   C  A  P                                    
                                                                                       
P  I  CK  S    S  K  I  P (for rubbish)         
                                                                                                                                        
R   IGH  T     T  Y  RE             RA  TE    T  RAY 
 
RU  DE     D  REW (a first name)        R  E   V  ER  SE     S  ER  V   E  R       
 
S    EE  K  S     S    K   I   S          S  E  LL    L   E   SS      S  LY    LIE  S        S  P  AY    A   P  ES 
 
ST  EE  P     P   I   STE             S  L  OUGH (place)   OW  L   S             S   U   P      P  U  SS 
 
S  EE  K    K  EY   S          S  N  I  FF    F  I  N  S          S  EE  N    KN  EE  S         
 
S  T   U  B    B  U  TT  S         S  OF  T    T  OFF   S                 S  AWE  D     D  OOR  S            
 
ST  O  CK     C  O  ST           S   T   O  CK     C  O  T  S 
 
S   A  ME    MA  CE            S   LA  CK    C  LA   SS          S  AW    OAR  S 
 
S   LIM    LIMB  S            S  L  EIGH  S      S  A  LE  S     
         
T   RUE    ROU   TE           TO  BY’S    BIS  TO        T   RY    RIGH  T       TH   E  SE     S  EE  TH                     
 
V   AI   N      KN  A   VE             VE  TO     TO  VEY (name) 
 
W   E  LL    L  E  W ?  (not ill I hope)   
                               
Y   IEL  D       D  EEL  EY surname)       YOU’  VE    V  IEW 
 
4.   A single word turns into a 2-word phrase 
  
A  CHING  =  KING  EH !        AR  IE  S   =  S EA  AIR          AL  ONE  =   OWN  AL 
 
ALIS  ON  =  ON  ALICE        ALI  SON  =  SON  ALI     AN GLE  SEY  =  SEAGULL ‘ANNE’       
 
ARK  WRIGHT  =  RIGHT  ARC        AU   R  A   =   A    R  OAR       
   
B  A  L  KAN  S  =  S CAN    LAB,   BAN  TRY (place)  =  TREE  BAN,  BA  SIC  =  SICK  BAY             
 
BILL   I  CAN  =  CANN  Y   BILL,    BOA  S  TED  =  TED ’S  BOW,   BRETT  ON  =  ON  BRET 
 
C  A  S  EI  N  =  KN  EE  S   ACHE        CHAU  FFEUR  =  FUR SHOW  
 
COX  WAINS  =  WAYNE’S  COX  (in the boat)           C  UR  L  EW  =  YOU   LURK 
 
D   AI  R  Y  =  EA  R    AI D         D  AI  S  Y  =  EA SE  AI D       DAT  A   = A   DATE        
 
DAYT  IME  =   I’M    DATE       D  I  S  T  AI N  =  AIN  ‘T   S I D      DU  TY  =  TEA    DUE 
 
FORE  COURT  =  CAUGHT    FOUR,  FORE GO  =   GO  FOR,    F  RI   D  AY  =  AI D   RI FE 
 
G  OR  M  L  E  SS  =  S  E  LL     M OR GUE 
 
HUN   DREDS   = DREADS  HUN 
 
KATY DID  =  DID  KATIE ?     
(a grasshopper) 
 
L  A  TEST  =  TEST   ALE       L  E  NO  =  NO   EEL         L  OU  SY   =  SEE  OWL        
 
LU  CY  =  SEE  LEW     
                    
M  AR LINS  =  LYNN’S  AR  M                MILLI  CENT  =  SENT  MILLY 
    
N  A  S  TY  =    TEASE    A NN 
       
OVE  R   D  UE   =   YOU   DROVE 
 
PAN  THERS  =  THERE’S  PAN,    PAR  ENT  S  =   SENT  PAIR,    P  LU  TO  =  TOE   LOO P 
       
P  U  LLET  =  LET   U P       
 
RA TING  S  =  STING    RAY         ROA  S  TED  =   TED’ S  ROE            RIG  OUR  =  OR  RIG 
 
S  A  L  ON    =  ON   LA SS         S  L  A  TED  =  TED   AI L S          S  O  D  A  =  A   DOSE        
 
SUN   D  AY  =  AID    SON           SUR  FEIT  =  FIT  SIR 
 
TEA  SERS  =  SIR’S   TEA,     T EE  N   =   NEA T,       T  E   LL  T  A  LE  =   LATE    LE T 
 
T  E  N  OR  S  =  S AW    NET         T   HE   S  E  S    =   S  EA’  S    HEAT           
 
T   I   SS  UE    =  YOU    SIT             TOA  S  TED  =  TED’  S  TOE          
 
T  O  B  IN  (surname)  =   IN   BOAT                T  O  G  A  =  A    GOAT  
 
V  E  N  U S   =  SUN      EVE                                           
 
5.  a single word turns into a 3-word phrase 
 
ME  AND  ER  S   =   SIR   AND  ME 
 
MAN   A   T   EE    =   EAT   A   MAN 
 
PIN   A  FORE   =  FOR  A  PIN 
 
 
nb. the reverse of the word   S OUN  D  is  D OWN  S 
 
TRANSPOSAL PHRASES 
 
 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
  thorpeds@hotmail.com 
 
 
These are 2- word phrases in which the 2 words consist of the same letters.  
Hence they are TRANSPOSAL PHRASES 
 
* indicates that the 2 words are reversals 
 
ACTORS COSTAR 
ADVISE DAVIES 
AGELESS SEALEGS 
AINTREE TRAINEE 
AIR-FLUE FAILURE 
ALSATION’S ASSAILANT 
ALTERED TREADLE 
AMBRIDGE’S GAMEBIRDS 
AMERICAN CINERAMA 
ANCESTRAL LANCASTER 
ARGENTINE’S TANGERINES 
 
BADGER BARGED 
BAILS BASIL 
BEATS BEAST 
BEDROOM BOREDOM 
BEGIN BINGE 
BELOW ELBOW 
BLAME MABEL 
BORDELLO’S DOORBELLS 
BOSWELL BELLOWS 
BRIAN’S BRAINS 
BROAD BOARD 
BURIES RUBIES 
 
CALIPERS’ REPLICAS 
CAMERON’S ROMANCES 
CAROL’S CORALS 
CATEGORISE CATEGORIES 
CENTRALISED CREDENTIALS 
CHEAP PEACH 
CHESTER RETCHES 
CHRISTIAN CHRISTINA 
CLAIRE’S ECLAIRS 
CLASP SCALP 
CLOUTS LOCUST 
COBBLER CLOBBER 
COIN ICON 
CONIFER’S FIR-CONES 
CONTINUED UNNOTICED 
CORNY CRONY 
COSSACK’S CASSOCKS 
COSTA COAST 
CRAIG’S CIGARS 
CREMATE MEERCAT 
CRUELEST LECTURES 
CURIE’S CRUISE 
CYRIL’S LYRICS 
 
DAEMONIC COMEDIAN 
DAIRIES DIARIES 
DAIRY DIARY 
DALE’S DEALS 
DAMON’S DAMSON 
DANIEL’S DENIALS 
DEIDRE REDRIED 
DELIA AILED * 
DELLA’S LADLES 
DENIES DENISE 
DENIS DINES 
DENNIS SINNED * 
DENSE DENES 
DENTIST STINTED 
DEPUTIES DEPUTISE 
DERIDE DEIDRE 
DESIGNER RESIGNED 
DIRECT CREDIT 
DISCOVER DIVORCES 
DISHONEST HEDONISTS 
DOYLE’S YODELS 
DRAKE RAKED 
DREAD ADDER 
DRIER RIDER 
DRIVES DIVERS 
DUSTY STUDY 
DYSON’S SYNODS 
 
EARL’S LASER 
EDDIE DICED 
EDGAR RAGED 
EDITOR RIOTED 
ELGAR’S LAGERS 
ELVIS LIVES  
EMIGRANTS STREAMING      
EMITS ITEMS 
ENROL LOREN 
ENTRAP PARENT 
ERITREAN RETAINER 
ERNEST ENTERS 
 
FARRIER’S FERRARIS 
FIEND FINED 
FIRST RIFTS 
FLOAT ALOFT 
FREAK FAKER 
 
GATHERING NIGHTGEAR 
GERALD GLARED 
GERARD’S REGARDS 
GERMAN MANGER 
GNATS STANG * 
GOTH’S GHOST 
GRANDE GARDEN 
GROSVENOR GOVERNORS 
GUIANA’S IGUANAS 
 
HAPPIEST EPITAPHS 
HARDY HYDRA 
HARMONIC CHOIRMAN 
HATED DEATH 
HEADLAMP’S LAMPSHADE 
HEAR HARE  
HERE’S ESHER 
HORNSEA’S SENHORAS 
HORSE SHOER 
HURLED HURDLE 
 
ICIEST CITIES 
IGNORE REGION 
INCESSANT INSTANCES 
INGRAM’S MARGINS 
INSECURE SINECURE 
INSERTED RESIDENT 
INSIDE INDIES 
INSPECT PECTINS 
INTRODUCE REDUCTION 
IRELAND’S ISLANDER 
 
JANE’S JEANS 
 
KILLS SKILL 
 
LACIEST ELASTIC 
LANCS’ CLANS 
LARGE LAGER 
LATENT TALENT 
LEADING DEALING 
LEAPERS RELAPSE 
LEASE EASEL 
LEASER SEARLE 
LEATHER HALTERE 
LEON NOEL * 
LEWDER WELDER 
LIMESTONE MILESTONE 
LIONEL O’NEILL 
LIONESS’ LESIONS 
LOADER’S ORDEALS 
LOGAN’S SLOGAN 
LOOTS TOOLS 
LOSES SOLES 
LOTTIE’S TOILETS 
LOVELY VOLLEY 
LOVES VOLES 
LOWEST TOWELS 
 
MABEL’S MELBAS 
MADRAS DRAMAS 
MAIDSTONE DOMINATES 
MAILED IMELDA  
MAIN-STREET TERMINATES 
MANLIER RAILMEN 
MAORI MOIRA 
MARRIED ADMIRER 
MASON MOANS 
MEMORISE MEMORIES 
MIGRAINE IMAGINER 
MILES’S SMILES 
MINSTER’S TRIMNESS 
MISARRANGE MARGARINES 
MOCKS SMOCK 
MOONER MONROE 
MOORHEN’S HORMONES 
MOTHER’S THERMOS 
 
NIGGERS SNIGGER 
NOBLE NOBEL 
NOMAD DAMON * 
NOMINATES MINNESOTA 
NOTICES SECTION 
 
ONTARIO ORATION 
OPTIC TOPIC 
ORIENTAL RELATION 
OUTER ROUTE 
OUTSIDER OUTRIDES 
OUTSTRIPS POSTURIST 
 
PALESTINE PENALTIES 
PALEST PETALS 
PASSED SPADES 
PASTEUR’S PASTURES 
PASTY PATSY 
PEERED DEEPER 
PEER’S SPREE 
PERFECT PREFECT 
PERSISTENT PRETTINESS 
PETITIONER’S REPETITIONS 
PIER’S SPIRE 
PILOT’S PISTOL 
PIRATE’S PARTIES 
PLAINEST PANTILES 
PLANE PANEL 
PLEASANT SEA-PLANT 
POLES SLOPE  
PORTER’S REPORTS 
POTIONS OPTIONS 
PRAISED DIAPERS 
PRECISE RECIPES 
PREDICTION’S DESCRIPTION 
PRINTER’S REPRINTS 
 
QUADS SQUAD 
QUITE QUIET 
 
RAMSGATE MEGASTAR 
RATED TRADE 
REASSUME MEASURES 
RECASTS ACTRESS 
REFITS SIFTER 
REGGIE’S GEIGERS 
RELOCK LOCKER 
REMIND MINDER 
RENE’S SNEER 
REPAINTS PANTRIES 
REPAIR RAPIER 
REPEL LEPER * 
REPRESENTS PRESENTERS 
REPRODUCES PROCEDURES 
RESET TREES 
RESIST SISTER 
REWARD WARDER 
RHODA’S HOARDS 
RHONE’S HERONS 
RIGGED DIGGER 
ROGUES GROUSE 
ROMAN MANOR 
ROMAN’S RANSOM 
ROMEO’S MOROSE 
RUSES USERS 
 
SACRED CEDARS 
SAMPLE MAPLES 
SATIRICAL RACIALIST 
SCARLET CLARETS 
SEAL SALE 
SEDGE EDGES 
SENOR’S SNORES 
SHARES SHEARS 
SHEAR HARES 
SIDNEY DISNEY 
SIGNBOARD BOARDINGS 
SIGNED DESIGN 
SILVER SLIVER 
SISTER RESITS 
SLEEK KEELS * 
SLENDER LENDERS 
SMALL MALLS 
SMARTEST MATTRESS 
SMART TRAMS * 
SMUGGER MUGGERS 
SOLITARY ROYALIST 
SOMERSET TREEMOSS 
SOMME MEMOS 
SOPPY POPSY 
SPARE PEARS 
SPARE SPEAR 
SPILL PILLS  
SPOKE POKES 
SPOOL LOOPS * 
SPOTTABLE TABLETOPS 
SPREAD DRAPES 
STACK TACKS 
STAGE GATES 
STANMORE STOREMAN 
START TARTS 
STARTLING RATTLINGS 
STEALS SLATES 
STEWART’S SWATTERS 
STOKER’S STROKES 
STRANGE GARNETS 
STRAP PARTS * 
STRAMING EMIGRANTS 
STRIKING SKIRTING 
STRONGARM ARMSTRONG 
STRUCK TRUCKS 
SUMMARISE SUMMARIES 
SUPER PURSE 
SUSIE’S ISSUES 
SWALLOW WALLOWS 
SWEEP WEEPS  
SWING WINGS 
 
TAGGED GADGET 
TAKES STEAK 
TAME MATE 
TANKS STANK 
TEAM MATE 
TECHNOCRAT’S TRENCHCOAT 
TEMPLE’S PELMETS 
TENDERISING INGREDIENTS 
TERMINAL TRAM-LINE 
TESSA’S ASSETS 
TESTABLE SEAT-BELT 
TESTING SETTING 
THELMA’S HAMLETS 
THICKEST THICKETS 
TIBER’S TRIBES 
TICKS STICK 
TOASTER ROTATES 
TOE-DANCE ANECDOTE 
TONGA TANGO 
TORYISH HISTORY 
TOUTS STOUT 
TRACE CRATE 
TRADERS STARRED 
TRAIN-SPOTTING     STARTING-POINT 
TRIO RIOT 
TROUT TUTOR 
TUNIS’ UNITS 
TURPIN’S TURNIPS 
TYPICAL CLAYPIT 
 
ULSTER’S RESULTS 
UNDERDOG GROUNDED 
UNION’S UNISON 
URGES SURGE 
UTERUS SUTURE 
 
WARIEST WAITERS 
WINED EDWIN 
WIVES’ VIEWS 
 
 
3 word phrases in which the 3 words consist of the same letters are rare: 
 
DISCOUNTER INTRODUCES REDUCTIONS  
 
SIGNORE IGNORES REGIONS 
 
 
 
Up on the Downs, or Down on your Uppers 
David Shaw 
davidmax.shaw@btinternet.com 
 
The title is just a play upon words. In England a Down can be an upland, having a derivation 
related to dun od dune, and to be down on your uppers is to be too poor to re-sole your shoes. 
But these are far from the only oddities about our use of the words up and down.  
It all starts straightforwardly with the obvious meanings of higher and lower directions of 
movement and position. Then there is the figurative use, indicating increase (of size or 
number) or improvement (of mood or grade). So we have – 
 Climb up or down the ladder 
 Walk up or down the hill 
 Upgrade or downgrade a pupil 
 Feel upbeat or downbeat. 
This all feels very simple and obvious, but in fact our usage is very varied and full of idioms 
and anomalies. You might think that, in spatial contexts at least, the meanings would be clear. 
Yet you can perfectly well say that you saw people strolling up and down the street, without 
any suggestion that the street is other than completely flat. Even more confusingly (to a 
foreign student) I could say ‘I reached the top of the hill, only to see my fellow ramblers up 
ahead in the valley below’. 
Up and Down – especially Up – can be used as – 
 An adverb  (come up) 
 A preposition  (go down the road) 
 As a prefix in a compound   (upstairs) 
 As a suffix in a compound  (a link-up) 
Compounds with up and down as prefixes often go in pairs with more or less opposite 
meanings. For instance: upstairs/dowmstairs, upmarket/downmarket, uprate/downrate, 
upgrade/downgrade, upload/download, upbeat/downbeat, uppers/downers. However, 
some pairs are not opposites at all, such as upright and downright, which are not even the 
same part of speech, and there are several singletons like downcast with no upcast and 
uphold with no downhold. 
When up and down are used as suffixes there is even less pairing. A let-down does not relate 
to no let-up, a breakdown is not the opposite of a break-up (in fact with relationships they 
mean almost the same thing).One important feature of these formations is that they are a way 
of making nouns out of verbs: to lock produces a lock-up and a lockdown, and there are 
singleton nouns such as back-up, bust-up, call-up, foul-up, hang-up, hold-up, mock-up, 
pin-up, pick-up, set-up, shake-up, wind-up. 
Another effect of adding up to a verb is in expressions like freshen up, lighten up, cheer up, 
where a transitive verb such to cheer gets to mean to cheer yourself up, making it have a 
reflexive sense when no other object is specified. Similarly, there is bear up, shut up, wake 
up, smarten up, wrap up. 
The range of idioms is so wide that it is not possible to say exactly what semantic value 
attaches to the word up. Sometimes the use even seems to be gratuitous. For instance, what 
difference is there between telling you to sit or sit down stand or stand up? However, if I 
just said Slow rather than Slow down you might not immediately take it as a verb, since slow 
is also an adjective. When used in conjunction with a basic word like make, a host of idioms 
occur having varied meanings- she made up her face, she made up an excuse for being 
rude, she made it up yo me later, I was just there to make up the numbers, the make-up 
of the committee was rather narrow, make up your mind. In the same way, up creates 
multiple idioms with the verbs set and do, as I’m upset at the whole set-up, Do up your 
coat, He is doing up the sitting room. 
Yet another type of cluster appears when a second preposition is used in conjunction with up 
or down. The following related set os sentences illustrates this: - 
  
I live up in the country 
 But I’m up to town today for a quiz contest 
 I’ll be up against the big guns 
 But I’m up for the challenge 
 I am well up in general knowledge 
 And I have read up on some special areas 
 So I hope I am up to it 
 Anyway it is up to me to do my best 
 And it is down to me if I fail. 
 
 
Returning to the anomalies of our up and down idioms, here is a small collection: - 
 If you and your partner have broken up, the relationship has broken down. 
 If the doctor tells you to lie up for a bit, he means you should lie down. 
 If I tell you to slow up, I expect you to slow doen. 
 Each night I close up the shop: when I retire I’ll close it down. 
 In case of shortages, lay up supplies – or lay supplies down. 
  and finally 
 Hoping these observations were worth writing down, I wrote them up. 
Verbo(c)ity 
 
Roger E. Rondeau 
Dayton, Ohio 
 
There are two kinds of cities in this country.  There’s the big city with the big C - like 
New York City, Jersey City, Atlantic City, Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Salt Lake City, 
Carson City, etc.  The centers of these cities usually have wall to wall people, tourist 
traps, big city prices, manmade canyons of bricks and steel, gridlock traffic, noise, foul 
air, crime, etc. 
 
         But then there are the cities with the small c.  These are places where you don’t 
have to look straight up to see the sky, where the people are friendly, the atmosphere 
less chaotic, the air breathable and where life is simpler – places like Simplicity.   Small 
cities usually have less neon, fewer touristy trappings, and authentic local goods.  One 
such city is aptly named Authenticity.  The appeal of small cities is their relaxing 
atmosphere that draws you in, inviting you to stay longer and longer.  Tenacity is such a 
place.  Occasionally you come upon a dirty, blighted city, like Atrocity, which is one big 
slum area with lots of neglected, run down ghettos.  The best view of this city is in your 
rear view mirror.  A few small cities still show the scars from natural disasters.  Ugly 
natural scars was Scarcity’s landscape after a tornado.  Capacity is an interesting and 
popular stop, which is why its motels are usually full.  However, over-capacity is not a 
problem thanks to the abundance of bed and breakfast establishments offered in 
private family homes in Domesticity. 
 
Some cities have unique attractions.  For Catholicity it’s old churches and cathedrals, 
while for Velocity it’s its racetrack.  A great place to visit in mid-June, when the sweet-
scented rhododendron is in bloom, is Aromaticity.  But, a great place to stay away from, 
especially during the summer, is Toxicity, with its huge landfill and hot winds.  A 
gathering place and magnet for all types of weirdos, anti-social, far-out fringe types is 
Eccentricity.  By contrast, nearby Ethnicity is made up of normal neighborhoods of 
almost every nationality.  The most lively and energetic of all of these municipalities is a 
place called Vivacity. Unfortunately, some small cities keep expanding their population 
and stretching their borders, as in the case of Elasticity, until they take on big city 
problems like pollution and smog. That’s what happened to the air quality in Opacity. 
 
         Unlike the big C cities, these small c cities are often not easy to find on the 
map.  They don’t advertise or promote their attractions and locations.  There is one 
place though that is doing something to change that.  It’s called Publicity. 
 
 
WA - Wordaholics Anonymous  
 
Roger E. Rondeau 
Dayton, Ohio 
 
Have you noticed how the English language is being butchered?  It’s happening all around us - 
from talking heads who spew redundancies, double negatives, tired clichés; to newspapers 
replete with grammar gaffes; and to i-podophiles who are slicing and dicing the language into 
alphanumeric strings that look more like computer passwords.  How much longer before 
Shakespeare’s famous line becomes ‘2B or not 2B’?    
To wordaphiles, or wordos, this daily assault on the English language is difficult to witness, and 
it would be a measure of comfort if abusers of words and language had access to a linguistic 
rehab facility whose primary purpose would be to help individuals achieve verbal propriety – 
like a Betty Ford Clinic, a Better Word Clinic. 
Recovery organizations already exist for all types of addictions: narcotics, cocaine, crystal meth, 
prescription medication, marijuana, gambling, crime, food, sex.  There are also 
‘anonymous’ self-supporting programs for hoarders, shoppers, online gamers.  For most abuses, 
once is too many and one thousand is not enough.  So it is with words. The damage of a single 
word cannot be repaired with a thousand soothing ones.  Words can be considered the most 
powerful drug used and abused by mankind, so why not have an international fellowship of men 
and women who have a language abuse problem – a Wordaholics Anonymous? 
A typical WA meeting session would begin with a recitation of the WA lexical prayer:  God, 
grant me the serenity to accept the verbiage I cannot change, the courage to use and promote 
proper English, and the wisdom to know the difference between the use and misuse of the 
English language.  The guiding principles outlining a course of action would be this WA 
Twelve-Step Program: 
1.  I will refrain from using sexist, racist, or ageist language. 
2.  I will not stoop to using foul or obscene language to express my emotions. 
3.  I will avoid the use of doublespeak, jargon, euphemisms, and other forms of linguistic spin. 
4.  I will guard against the repeated use of tired, tiresome, worn-out sport clichés and overused 
proverbs. 
5.  I will not use abbreviations or acronyms without expanding them at the first mention.   
6.  I will avoid using redundant verbiage, such as irregardless, forward progress, revert back. 
7.  I will endeavor not to inflate my sentences with such useless weasel words as ‘be that as it 
may,’ ‘having said that,’ ‘at this point in time,’ 'going forward.’ 
8.  I will accept and apply new words but will avoid abusing words by creating mutated 
neologisms, such as ‘staycation’; or by deforming healthy nouns into sickly verbs such as 
‘incentivize.’ 
9.  I will make amends to people that I have harmed with my words. 
10.  I will refrain from bemoaning the deterioration of the English language and remind myself 
that ‘unique’ is no longer unique; that ‘like’ can serve as any part of speech; that change is an 
inevitable fact in the life of any language; and that part of the glory of English - from 
Shakespeare to textspeak - is its constantly changing nature, adaptability, and responsiveness.  
11.  I will take up the good fight against the current trend to make language an impediment to 
communication. 
12.  I will try to carry this message to other wordaholics and to practice these principles in all my 
verbal affairs. 
WORDS CONTAINING US STATE ABBREVIATIONS 
 
Darryl Francis 
Brampton, Cumbria, England 
darryl.francis@yahoo.co.uk 
 
 
In October 1963, the US Postal Service (USPS) introduced two-letter abbreviations for the 50 
US state-names. Since that time, only one change has been made: in 1969, at the request of 
the Canadian postal administration, the abbreviation for Nebraska, originally NB, was 
changed to NE, to avoid confusion with New Brunswick in Canada. The current abbreviations 
are listed here: 
 
AL Alabama  LA Louisiana  OH Ohio 
AK Alaska  ME Maine  OK Oklahoma 
AZ Arizona  MD Maryland  OR Oregon 
AR Arkansas  MA Massachusetts  PA Pennsylvania 
CA California  MI Michigan  RI Rhode Island 
CO Colorado  MN Minnesota  SC South Carolina 
CT Connecticut  MS Mississippi  SD South Dakota 
DE Delaware  MO Missouri  TN Tennessee 
FL Florida  MT Montana  TX Texas 
GA Georgia  NE Nebraska  UT Utah 
HI Hawaii  NV Nevada  VT Vermont 
ID Idaho  NH New Hampshire  VA Virginia 
IL Illinois  NJ New Jersey  WA Washington 
IN Indiana  NM New Mexico  WV West Virginia 
IA Iowa  NY New York  WI Wisconsin 
KS Kansas  NC North Carolina  WY Wyoming 
KY Kentucky  ND North Dakota    
 
It’s possible to find words containing each of the 50 abbreviations in turn – for example, AL 
occurs in PALE, AK occurs in FAKE, and so on.  
 
A more interesting challenge is to find the smallest number of words which between them 
contain all 50 of the abbreviations. Obviously, it’s necessary to find some words which 
contain more than just one abbreviation. For example, the word INJECT contains three of 
the abbreviations – IN, NJ and CT. 
 
Some of the abbreviations look rather awkward, so it’s best to try first to find words 
containing those abbreviations – in particular, TX, VT and WV. The Oxford English Dictionary 
(OED) contains the proper name GITXSAN as a variant of GITKSAN, a North American Indian 
people. But preferable is the uncapitalized POSTXYPHOID from Webster’s Second Edition 
(W2) – which also contains ID, two birds with one stone! As for VT, the OED contains several 
capitalized words – BEZPOPOVTSY, POLOVTSIAN and POLOVTSY. But I prefer the 
uncapitalized BERKOVTSI, the plural of BERKOVETS, a Russian unit of weight, which is in 
both Webster’s Third (W3) and the OED. And what about WV? W3 and the OED both list the 
uncapitalized LOWVELD (a subtropical region of South Africa), although it’s worth noting 
that W2 has the capitalized LOWVILLE.  
 
The next step is to find words with a multiplicity of abbreviations. Particularly useful is 
INVARIANCE (from W3, W2 and OED) which contains the seven abbreviations IN, NV, VA, 
AR, RI, IA and NC. There are a few words containing four or five abbreviations – the ones 
I’ve used are CALUMNY (CA, AL, MN and NY), FLAKY (FL, LA, AK and KY), MAZOPATHIA (MA, 
AZ, PA and HI), MISCONJECTURE (MI, SC, CO, NJ and CT), and NEUROHORMONE (NE twice, 
OH, OR and MO). These five words can be found in one or more of W3, W2 and the OED. 
 
Thus far, that’s 31 different abbreviations located in 9 words.  How few words can be found 
to accommodate the remaining 19 abbreviations? My best solution so far is that those 19 
abbreviations can be found in 7 words. Thus, my smallest set of words containing all the 
abbreviations is 16. However, it may be possible to reduce this further. Here is my set of 16 
words matched up against the 50 abbreviations, sorted in state-name order: 
 
Alabama AL calumny  Montana MT warmth 
Alaska AK flaky  Nebraska NE neurohormone 
Arizona AZ mazopathia  Nevada NV invariance 
Arkansas AR invariance  New Hampshire NH unmanhood 
California CA calumny  New Jersey NJ misconjecture 
Colorado CO misconjecture  New Mexico NM unmanhood 
Connecticut CT misconjecture  New York NY calumny 
Delaware DE gamdeboo  North Carolina NC invariance 
Florida FL flaky  North Dakota ND roundaboutness 
Georgia GA gamdeboo  Ohio OH neurohormone 
Hawaii HI mazopathia  Oklahoma OK gemsboks 
Idaho ID postxyphoid  Oregon OR neurohormone 
Illinois IL willowy  Pennsylvania PA mazopathia 
Indiana IN invariance  Rhode Island RI invariance 
Iowa IA invariance  South Carolina SC misconjecture 
Kansas KS gemsboks  South Dakota SD misdemean 
Kentucky KY flaky  Tennessee TN roundaboutness 
Louisiana LA flaky  Texas TX postxyphoid 
Maine ME misdemean  Utah UT roundaboutness 
Maryland MD gamdeboo  Vermont VT berkovtsi 
Massachusetts MA mazopathia  Virginia VA invariance 
Michigan MI misconjecture  Washington WA warmth 
Minnesota MN calumny  West Virginia WV lowveld 
Mississippi MS gemsboks  Wisconsin WI willowy 
Missouri MO neurohormone  Wyoming WY willowy 
 
And here’s the 16 words sorted in alphabetical order: 
 
berkovtsi misconjecture 
calumny misdemean 
flaky neurohormone 
gamdeboo postxyphoid 
gemsboks roundaboutness 
invariance unmanhood 
lowveld warmth 
mazopathia willowy 
 
The 650,000 residents of the District of Columbia might bristle at being omitted from the 
above challenge. The US Postal Service provides for the obvious abbreviation DC. In 
addition, the US Postal Service also has two-letter abbreviations for US territories and 
associated countries - here are eight of them: 
 
AS American Samoa  MP Northern Mariana Islands 
FM Federated States of Micronesia   PW Palau 
GU Guam  PR Puerto Rico 
MH Marshall Islands  VI US Virgin Islands 
 
It seems strange that MP was chosen for the Northern Mariana Islands, but it’s believed that 
the MP stands for Mariana Pacific. The PW abbreviation for Palau may be because an 
archaic English form of the name was Pelew. 
 
The original 50-abbreviation challenge can now be extended to this larger set of 59 
abbreviations. So far, my smallest set of words including all 59 abbreviations stands at 21, 
but I suspect this can be reduced. Two of the words are needed to account for just two of 
the abbreviations, MADCAP and WARMTH. MADCAP also contains MA and CA, but these are 
already catered for in other words; similarly, WARMTH also contains WA and AR, but these 
too are catered for elsewhere. Anyway, here are my 21 words matched up against the 59 
abbreviations, sorted in state-name/territory/country order: 
 
Alabama AL calumny  Montana MT warmth 
Alaska AK flaky  Nebraska NE neurohormone 
American Samoa AS gascromh  Nevada NV invariance 
Arizona AZ mazopathia  New Hampshire NH unmanhood 
Arkansas AR invariance  New Jersey NJ misconjecture 
California CA calumny  New Mexico NM unmanhood 
Colorado CO misconjecture  New York NY calumny 
Connecticut CT misconjecture  North Carolina NC invariance 
Delaware DE gamdeboo  North Dakota ND roundaboutness 
District of 
Columbia 
DC madcap  Northern 
Mariana Islands 
MP improving 
Federated States 
of Micronesia 
FM engulfment  Ohio OH neurohormone 
Florida FL flaky  Oklahoma OK gemsboks 
Georgia GA gamdeboo  Oregon OR neurohormone 
Guam GU engulfment  Palau PW upward 
Hawaii HI mazopathia  Pennsylvania PA mazopathia 
Idaho ID postxyphoid  Puerto Rico PR improving 
Illinois IL willowy  Rhode Island RI invariance 
Indiana IN invariance  South Carolina SC misconjecture 
Iowa IA invariance  South Dakota SD misdemean 
Kansas KS gemsboks  Tennessee TN roundaboutness 
Kentucky KY flaky  Texas TX postxyphoid 
Louisiana LA flaky  US Virgin Islands VI improving 
Maine ME misdemean  Utah UT roundaboutness 
Marshall Islands MH gascromh  Vermont VT berkovtsi 
Maryland MD gamdeboo  Virginia VA invariance 
Massachusetts MA mazopathia  Washington WA upward 
Michigan MI misconjecture  West Virginia WV lowveld 
Minnesota MN calumny  Wisconsin WI willowy 
Mississippi MS gemsboks  Wyoming WY willowy 
Missouri MO neurohormone     
 
And here’s the 21 words sorted in alphabetical order: 
 
berkovtsi  mazopathia 
calumny  misconjecture 
engulfment  misdemean 
flaky  neurohormone 
gamdeboo  postxyphoid 
gascromh  roundaboutness 
gemsboks  unmanhood 
improving  upward 
invariance  warmth 
lowveld  willowy 
madcap   
 
Readers are encouraged to improve on both of my collections of 16 and 21 words – go to it! 
 
 
WORDS MADE FROM THE LETTERS OF ALPHABETICALLY-
ADJACENT LETTER PAIRS 
 
 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
   thorpeds@hotmail.com 
 
 
The search is on for words made exclusively from the letters in alphabetically- adjacent letter pairs:  
These are the pairs: 
 
AB    BC   CD   DE   EF   FG   GH   HI   IJ   JK   KL   LM   MN  NO  OP   PQ   QR   RS 
 
ST   TU   UV   VW   WX   XY   YZ 
                                                                                      
 
BA    CB     DC    ED     FE     GF    HG    IH    JI    LK    ML   NM    ON    PO    RQ    SR 
 
TS    UT    VU    WV   XW    YX   ZY                                
 
The letters can be anywhere in the word, in any order    eg.  GHI   +  NO  +  ST  =  HOSTING                  
                                                         
AB     +  AB    =   ABBA                                                     
                                                                                                 
          +   DE   =   ABED   BADE   BEAD    
 
          +  LM   =    BALM    LAMB     
 
          +   RS   =    BARS     BRAS             
 
          +   ST   =    STAB    BATS    TABS 
 
          +   TU   =   ABUT   TUBA                      
 
          +  DE    +  DE    =   BEADED 
 
          +  DE    +  LM    =  AMBLED   LAMBED    BLAMED           
 
          +  DE    +   RS    =  DEBARS   BREADS  BEARDS 
 
          +  DE     +  ST     =  BASTED 
 
          +  HI      +  ST     =  HABITS 
 
          + NO     +  RS     =  BARONS 
 
          +  NO   +   ST   =   BATONS  
           
AB     +    RST   =   BARTS    BRATS                 
 
AB     +    STU   =  TUBAS     ABUTS          
 
ABC   +   KL      =  BLACK                 
 
           +   NO     =  BACON           
                                                             
           +   RS      =  CRABS 
 
           +    RST   =  BRACTS                   
                                                                                
           +   NO   +   RS   =  CARBONS                   
 
ABCDE  
            +    KL   =   BLACKED 
 
            +    LM  +   RS   =  SCRAMBLED         
                                                                         
CD       +   DE   +   HI    =   CHIDED   
                                                   
CDE     +   NO   =   CONED 
 
             +   OP   =  COPED    
 
             +   NO  +   RS  =   SCORNED         
 
             +   NO  +   TU  =  COUNTED 
            
             +   RSTU  =  CRUDEST     CRUSTED 
 
DE        +  DE    =  DEED 
 
             +   EF    =  FEED          
 
             +   HI    =   HIDE                   
 
             +   MN  =    MEND  
 
             +   NO  =  DONE    NODE                            
 
             +   OP   =   DOPE     PODE  
 
             +   RS   =  REDS        
 
             +   ST   =  STED    TEDS    
 
             +   TU   =  DUET   
 
             +   MNO  =  DEMON    
 
             +  DE   +  GH    =  HEDGED       
 
             +  DE   +   MN  =  MENDED 
 
             +  DE   +   TU   =  DUETED 
 
             +   EF   +  RS    = DEFERS 
 
             +  HI    +  RST  =  SHIRTED 
                                                                                                          
             +  IJ     +   NO   =  JOINED      
 
             +  KL   +   OP   =  POLKED       
 
             +  KL   +   NOP  =  PLONKED                                              
 
             +  NO  +   RS    =   DRONES      SNORED     
 
             +  NO  +   ST    =  STONED 
 
             +  OP   +  OP    =  POOPED 
 
             +  OP   +  RS  =    DOPERS     SPORED 
 
             +  OP   +   ST  =    DEPOTS    DESPOT    POSTED                   
 
              +  OP  +  TU  =   POUTED 
 
              +  OP  +  RST     =    DEPORTS   SPORTED 
  
              +  OP  +  RSTU  =    POSTURED   SPROUTED 
                                                     
              +  RS   +  TU  =    DUSTER    RUSTED 
 
              +   NOP   +  OP   +   ST   =   POSTPONED 
 
              +  EF   +  ON  +  ST    =  SOFTENED 
                                                                             
DEF       +  RS    =  FREDS                        
 
EF          +  RS    =  REFS    SERF              
 
              +  ST    =  FEST 
 
              +  NO    +  ST  =  SOFTEN 
 
EF         +  RST  =  FRETS 
 
GH        +  HI     =  HIGH                                    
 
             +  NO   =   HONG 
 
             +  HI  +  ST  =  THIGHS       
 
             +  NO  +  ST    =  THONGS 
                                                                  
 
GHI      +  RST  =  RIGHTS   
 
HI        +  NOP  +   ST  =  SHIPTON 
 
HI        +  ST   =    HIST!    HITS   SHIT    THIS   
 
HI        +  RST  =     SHIRT      HIRST (surname)   
 
IJ         +  NO  =  JOIN                                                                              
 
IJ         +  NO   +   ST    =  JOINTS 
 
KL      +  OP   =   POLKED 
 
NO     +  NO   =    NOON 
 
NO     +   RS    =  RONS                    
 
NO     +   ST     =   NOTS     SNOT    TONS 
 
NO     +   STU  =   SNOUT 
 
NO     +   NO   +   OP   +   ST   =  PONTOONS 
 
NO     +   ST    +   STU  =  SUTTONS 
 
NOP   +   TU   =   UPTON (in Cheshire)   
 
OP     +    RS   =   PROS 
 
          +    ST   =   OPTS     POST      POTS     SPOT      STOP         
 
          +   TU   =  POUT                            
 
OP     +   RS   +   ST    =   SPORTS  
 
OP     +  RS    +  STU  =  SPROUTS 
 
OP     +  RST  =  PROST    SPORT   PORTS   STROP 
 
OP     +  RSTU  =     PROUST    SPROUT 
 
RS     +  TU  =    RUST  RUTS          
 
PHRASES 
 
AB     +  DE     +   MN   =   MAD BEN 
 
AB    +   LM    +   OP    +     ST     =    STOP  LAMB 
 
AB    +   NO    +   RS    =    NO BARS 
 
DE    +   HI    +   OP    +   ST   =   HIDE TOPS 
 
GHI   +   NO   +   ST    =  GIN’S HOT      
 
 HI     +   NO   +   ST    =  SO THIN                     
            
NO   +   NO   +   OP   +   ST   =  NOT SPOON                  
 
NO   +   OP   +  RST    =   RON’S  TOP 
 
OP    +   RST U =   SUP  TOR (a first name) 
 
WORDS WITH TWO DIFFERENT VOWELS  
 
 
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
   thorpeds@hotmail.com 
 
Sentences and 2-word phrases are made from words having the same 2 different vowels, in the same 
order. 
                                                                        
vowels  A and E 
 
LACE MAKER, GRACE ARCHER, DATED DALES  WALKER  JASPER  LANE 
 
MABEL’S FATHER, FARMER DARREN CAMPBELL, ATE ANGEL CAKE 
 
ARCHER’S TARGET 
ASHEN FACED 
BARE BACKED 
BARREN SPACE 
CASTLE GATE 
CHANGE PLACES 
DAGGER’S HANDLE 
FACE FLANNEL 
GLASSES CASE    
LATENT TALENT 
LATER DATE 
LAYER CAKE 
MAKE AMENDS 
NAKED FLAME 
PACE MAKER 
PALE FACE 
PAPER CHASE 
PLANE HANGER 
SAVE FACE          
TAME HAMPSTER 
TATE GALLERY 
WATER SAVER 
 
vowels  A and I 
 
MAVIS SAID ‘AIR RAID WARNINGS PANIC BASIL HASTINGS’S FAMILY’ 
 
AIRY FAIRY    
BRAIN DRAIN                  
PRAYING MANTIS 
SNAIL MAIL 
SPAIN’S RAIN 
TRAIL BLAZING 
TRAIN RAILS 
 
vowels  A and O 
 
ANTONY  BARLOW’S  PARROT   SWALLOWS  ALMONDS 
 
NARROW CANYON 
ADORNS MANOR    
 
vowels  A and U 
                                                                              
CALLUM’S  LAUGH  TAUNTS  JAUNTY  SAUL  
 
PAUL  CAUGHT  SAUL’S  WALRUS 
 
DRAUGHTY HAUNT 
 
vowels  E and A 
 
ENGLAND’S  TEAM  BEAT GERMANY         
 
MENTALLY WEAK VEGAN, BRENDA DEAN, EATS MEAT MEALS                
 
DEAD HEAD (flowers) 
DREAM TEAM 
READY MEAL 
REAL DEAL 
RELAY TEAM 
SEAN BEAN 
TEA LEAF 
 
WEAR and TEAR 
 
vowels  E and I 
 
CECIL PERKINS’S HEIR, DENNIS LEWIS, RESISTS EVIL DELIGHTS 
 
BEING EIGHTY, THEIR  DENTIST  NEIL SELLIK RESIGNS      
                                                  
EVIL DEVIL 
JEWISH WEDDING 
LENIN’S KREMLIN 
MEDIC’S DRESSING (bandage) 
WEIGHT PERSISTS 
 
vowels  E and O 
 
CEYLON’S  DEMON  TENOR  ERROL  BELLOWS! 
 
BELOW ZERO 
ETON’S FELLOWS 
YELLOW MELON 
 
vowels  E and U 
  
PERU’S  LEMURS  FEUD             
 
VENUS ERUPTS 
 
vowels  I and A 
 
BRIAN’S GIANT CIGAR DISMAYS VICAR IAN RICHARDS                     
 
HIGHLAND VISTA 
VITAL SIGNAL 
 
vowels  I and E 
 
MIKE’S FRIENDLY SISTER MILDRED LIKED MINCED CHICKEN DINNERS 
 
BLISTER RIDDEN CLIMBER, MILES MITCHELL, LIKES KNITTED MITTENS               
 
BIKE RIDER 
DINNER TIME 
FIELD MICE 
FINE LINE 
FINE WINES 
FIVE FINGERS 
FRIED RICE 
IPCRESS FILE 
KITTEN LITTER 
KNIFE CRIME 
LIFE SIZE 
LITTLE FINGER 
MIDDLE FINGER 
NIMBLE FINGERS 
NINE LIVES 
PIED PIPER 
PRIME TIME 
SINGLE FILE 
WICKED WITCHES 
WINKLE PICKERS 
WINTER TIME 
 
LITTLE WHITE LIES 
 
vowels  I and O 
 
IVOR DILLON IRONS SIMON NIMMO’S PILLOW 
 
BINGO LINGO 
PRISON RIOT 
MIRROR WINDOW 
IVORY ICON 
RIPON PRIORY 
 
vowels  I and U       
 
FINDUS INDUSTRY 
 
vowels  O and A 
 
LOCAL WOMAN, JOAN MORGAN, TOASTS POSTMAN NORMAN LOMAS 
 
HOWARD THOMAS OKAYS MORAG HOLLAND’S MONDAY TOTAL 
 
BOSSA NOVA              
COAST ROAD 
COCA COLA 
LOMBARDY POPLAR   
MORTAL COMBAT 
OLA JORDAN 
(a professional in Strictly Come Dancing) 
RONALD COLMAN 
(actor in the 1930s) 
TORA BORA 
(a Pacific island) 
 
vowels  O and E        
 
MORSE’S BROTHER RODNEY  WROTE  LOVE  POEMS 
 
JOE SHOWED CONCERN OVER ROSE’S BROKEN CROCKERY 
 
BORDER FORCE 
BORE HOLE 
BOTTLE STOPPER 
BOWLED OVER 
BROKEN BOTTLE 
COME HOME 
COVER OVER 
DROVE OVER 
GONE HOME 
ONCE OVER 
RODE OVER 
ROLLED OVER 
TONE POEM 
TOTEM POLE 
vowels  O and I 
 
COLIN  TOBIN  JOINS  ROBIN  MORRIS’S  BOWLING  MORNING 
 
LOIS  BONIN  JOINS  BORIS GODWIN’S CHOIR 
 
DOING NOTHING 
GOING SHOPPING 
GROWING POINT (on a plant) 
HOIST JOIST 
MOBIL OIL 
MOIST SOIL 
MOVING JOINTS 
 
TOING and FROING 
 
vowels  O and U               
 
YOUR  HOUND’S  ROUGH  COUGH  SOUNDS  LOUD 
 
LOUTH (a town)’S DOUG  BOUGHT OUR  FOUR  PLOUGHS 
 
BOUND WOUND 
ROUGH GROUND 
FOUR HOURS 
YOU WOULD 
WOULD YOU ? 
ROUND TOUR 
SOUGHT OUT 
 
vowels  U and A                    
 
UNHAND  STUART  GULLAND’S  MUSTARD  MUSTANG (car)! 
 
UMA THURMAN (actress and model) 
 
vowels  U and E 
 
JUNE RUSSELL SPURNED RUNNER JUDE CUSTER 
 
JUDGE  BRUCE DUDLEY  UPSET  NURSE SUE HUNTER  
 
BLUE  MURDER 
BUCKLE  UNDER 
BUNSEN BURNER 
HUBBLE BUBBLE 
HUGGER MUGGER 
HURDLES JUMPER 
JUNGLE RUMBLE 
KNUCKLED UNDER 
NUMBER CRUNCHER 
PURPLE HUED 
RUBBER BULLET 
RUDE NUDE 
SUPER DUPER 
THUNDER RUMBLES 
TRUE BLUE 
TURNED TURTLE 
 
vowels  U and I 
 
CHURLISH  RUDI  RUINS  DUBLIN QUIZ 
 
BURNING RUBBISH 
SHUTTING DUSTBIN 
TUTTI   FRUTTI 
 
vowels  U and O 
 
GLUTTON  BRUNO  SUMMONS  MUTTON ! 
 
MUMBO  JUMBO         
JUMBO DUMBO (elephant)    
 


CROSSWORDS FOR EACH CHAPTER IN ANNOTATED ALICE 
 
Ashley Post (student) 
Lewis Center Ohio 
 
Final Project Write-up 
 For my final project, I completed a crossword activity book. There are crosswords for 
each one of the chapters in the Annotated Alice book. This include the Adventures in 
Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. For each crossword I picked eleven words that 
related or were found in each chapter. Most of the words were themes or characters found in 
that chapter. To make the activity book seem a little more whimsical, I decided to make the 
crossword so that the words would have to be written backwards and the clues that were given 
for the words were the letters found in the words but jumbled up. Originally, I had plans to also 
create a riddle that would tie into the crosswords but due to complications with the crossword 
puzzle and the inability to edit the crossword, I was unable to do so.  
 This project was considered to be creative because I went through each of the chapters 
and found the words that were used in the chapters. Next, I found a website that would allow 
me to generate a crossword by typing in the words I wanted to use. I had to convert the words 
to backwards formation and then use a random letter scrambler to create my clues. The 
website I used for the crossword puzzle was https://worksheets.theteacherscorner.net/make-
your-own/crossword/#. The website I used to scramble the letters was https://random-
ize.com/word-scrambler/. This project was also of personal interest to me because I love doing 
crossword puzzles. I have never had a chance to make one of my own, so I thought it was really 
interesting to get the opportunity to do this. It was a challenge to figure out how to make the 
crossword puzzles, but I feel that they turned out good.  
 This project relates to Lewis Carroll because I used each one of his chapters to pick out 
words that are used in the crossword puzzles. Also, by making the words be backwards it is 
similar to the nonsense that he has created in Wonderland. 
 For the Honors program goals I feel that I have successfully implemented those into my 
work. First, anyone has the capability of printing the project off and completing the crosswords 
on their own time. If they get stuck on words, I have provided a list that has each of the words 
that are used for each chapter. This will allow people to try and complete the crossword puzzle 
on their own. I also had to research different words to use in the text and I had to learn how to 
create a crossword puzzle. Also, no one has created a crossword puzzle book that has the words 
backwards, so it adds to the creativity and individuality of the project. By doing this, I have 
satisfied the research and creativity section. Creating a crossword puzzle was new territory for 
me and allowed me to learn more about creating different types of puzzles. Finally, this is 
considered to be an innovative method of learning because it allows people to learn general 
themes and characters of each chapter through the completion of a puzzle.  
Alice Crossword Puzzle Words 
Instructions: Alice has decided to go on another adventure through her memories. She takes a 
trip into each chapter from her Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. Take 
the journey with her and help her relive the chapters by unscrambling the eleven words 
associated with each chapter. Remember, nothing is ever as it seems in Wonderland….. 
 
Chapter 1: Down the Rabbit-hole 
-Alice 
-Book 
-White Rabbit 
-late 
-waistcoat pocket 
-rabbit hole 
-cupboards 
-orange marmalade  
-Dinah 
-drink me 
-eat me  
 
Chapter 2: The Pool of Tears  
-Curiouser  
-telescope 
-tears 
-Duchess 
-puzzle 
-crocodile 
-Mabel 
-bathing-machines 
-pool 
-Mouse 
-commotion 
 
Chapter 3: A Caucus-Race and a Long Tale  
-animals 
-Lory 
-Duck 
-Mouse 
-Canary 
-Crab 
-Dodo 
-prizes 
-thimble 
-caucus 
-comfits 
 
Chapter 4: The Rabbit Sends in a Little Bill 
-Mary Ann 
-housemaid 
-drink me  
-ceiling 
-growing 
-house 
-cucumber-frames 
-Rabbit 
-Barrowful 
- Lizard 
- Bill 
 
Chapter 5: Advice from a Caterpillar 
- Caterpillar 
- Hookah 
- Chrysalis 
- Butterfly 
- Advice 
- Change 
- Father William 
- Mushroom 
- Serpent 
- Pigeon 
- Who 
 
Chapter 6: Pig and Pepper 
- Fishfootman 
- Invitation 
- Knocking 
- Duchess 
- Soup 
- Cauldron 
- Cheshire 
- Pig 
- Pepper 
- Lullaby 
- Child 
 
Chapter 7: A Mad Tea Party 
- March hare 
- Hatter 
- Mad 
- Dormouse 
- Tea 
- Party 
- Riddle 
- Butter 
- Watch 
- Sleepy 
- Treacle 
 
Chapter 8: The Queen’s Croquet Ground 
- Queen 
- Croquet 
- Five 
- Seven 
- Two 
- Roses 
- Soldiers 
- Hearts 
- Heads 
- Flamingo 
- Hedgehog 
 
Chapter 9: The Mock Turtle’s Story 
- Turtle 
- Story 
- Soup 
- Moral 
- Mustard 
- Execution 
- Gryphon 
- Sorrow 
- Tortoise 
- Uglification 
- Lessons 
 
Chapter 10: The Lobster Quadrille 
- Lobster 
- Quadrille 
- Dance 
- Somersault 
- Porpoise 
- Turtles 
- Snail 
- Dinn 
- Eels 
- Panther 
- Owl 
 
 
Chapter 11: Who Stole the Tarts 
- Tarts 
- King 
- Queen 
- Judge 
- Jurymen 
- Accusation 
- Stolen 
- Dormouse 
- Witness 
- Cross-examine 
- Evidence 
 
Chapter 12: Alice’s Evidence 
- Jury box 
- Trial 
- Evidence 
- Alice 
- Mile high 
- Imitated 
- Guilt 
- Sixpence 
- Sentence 
- Verdict 
- Adventures 
 
Book 2: Through the Looking Glass and What Alice Found There 
Chapter 1: Looking Glass House 
- Lookingglass 
- Dinah 
- House 
- Kitten 
- Snowdrop 
- Chess 
- Red Queen 
- Passage 
- Jabberwocky 
- Mirror 
- White pawn 
 
Chapter 2: The Garden of Live Flowers 
- Garden 
- Flowers 
- Tigerlily 
- Rose 
- Daisy 
- Violet 
- Dahlia 
- Larkspur 
- Curtsey 
- Red Queen 
- Pawn 
 
Chapter 3: Looking-Glass Insects 
- Elephant bee 
- Ticket 
- Beetle 
- Goat 
- Horse 
- Gnat 
- Rocking horse fly 
- Dragon fly 
- Snap dragon fly 
- Bread and butter fly 
- Fawn 
 
Chapter 4: Tweedledum and Tweedledee 
- Tweedledum 
- Tweedledee 
- Contrariwise 
- Rattle 
- Poetry 
- Walrus 
- Carpenter 
- Oysters 
- Puzzler 
- Umbrella  
- Crow 
 
Chapter 5: Wool and Water 
- White Queen 
- Addressing 
- Comb 
- Twopence 
- Jam 
- Water 
- Brooch 
- Consider 
- Teetotum 
- Feather 
- Sheep 
 
Chapter 6: Humpty Dumpty 
- Humpty 
- Dumpty 
- Wall 
- Egg 
- Fall 
- Riddles 
- Kings horses 
- Growing 
- Cravat  
- Belt 
- Unbirthday 
 
Chapter 7: The Lion and the Unicorn 
- Tripping 
- Stumbling 
- Messengers 
- Haigha 
- Hatta 
- King 
- Lion 
- Unicorn 
- Run 
- Monster 
- Cake 
 
Chapter 8: It’s My Own Invention 
- Plum cake  
- Prisoner 
- Rules of Battle 
- Punch  
- Judy 
- Brook 
- Invention 
- Mousetrap 
- Horse riding 
- Upwards 
- Ballad 
 
 
Chapter 9: Queen Alice 
- Majesty 
- Red Queen 
- White Queen 
- Lessons 
- Addition 
- Subtraction 
- Division 
- Temper 
- Questions 
- Frog 
- Singing 
 
Chapter 10, 11, and 12: Shaking, Waking, Which Dreamed it? 
- Shaking  
- Waking 
- Kitten 
- Queen 
- Shorter  
- Fatter 
- Softer 
- Rounder 
- Dinah 
- Dreaming 
- Chessman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 


INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS 
 
Word Ways is interested in receiving original articles (non-fiction, fiction or poetry) relating to 
recreational logology.  All articles should be sent to the editor, Jeremiah Farrell,  
9144 Aintree Dr., Indianapolis, Indiana 46250 (wordways@butler.edu). 
 
Authors are encouraged to send computer-ready articles in Microsoft Word with the following 
specifications: 
 
 Title:  14 pt Times New Roman BOLD 
 Text:  12 pt Times New Roman 
 Page Size:  7 inches horizontal, 9 inches vertical 
 
Diagrams and the like should be drafted in black or India ink in a form suitable for photo-offset. 
 
In non-fiction articles, the responsibility for the accuracy of any statement rests primarily with the 
author.  The general scope of any investigation should be defined:  for example, a statement that 
words have been taken from the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary or the Merriam-Webster 
Unabridged Dictionary, Third Edition., or place names taken from the Times Index-Gazetteer of 
the World.  If a word or name comes from an unusual source, this should be identified.  Footnotes 
in general should be avoided; references can be given either in the text or at the end of the article. 
 
Word Ways makes every effort to ensure the information published in this journal is original and 
accurate, but cannot accept any legal responsibility for any errors, omissions, lifted content, or 
otherwise. 
 
Copyright Information 
 
Word Ways cannot accept copyrighted material.  Instead the entire issue is copyrighted by the 
Editor with rights going back to individual authors after the issue is published.  We hope only that 
they mention Word Ways in any further publication of their article.  If we decide to reprint any 
previously used article, we will contact the author for permission. 
 
To Subscribers: 
 
We are pleased to offer an electronic version of Word Ways to our viewers for free.  [Print copies were 
discontinued after the November 2017 issue.] This is a joint effort between Word Ways, Butler 
University Libraries in Indianapolis, Indiana and Berkeley Electronic Press in Berkeley, California.  
Access will be through the Berkeley Electronic Press/Digital Commons. All back issues are available 
online.  
  
 
